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Cha:oter I 
IN1'RODUCTION 
1. Statement of the Problem 
The problem investige.ted in this paper concerns the 
problems involved in t he ma.rketing of greeting c e.rds. Pa.r-
t icular emphasis is placed upon the pa.rt played by t he in-
dep endent reta.iler who buys cards dir ect from publis:iers. 
An attempt has been made to describe and comJ1ent on h is 
methods, problems, and future position. The psycbologioal 
e.nd. soc i ological e.spects of the greeting card are explored in 
some detail because it we. s felt t hat an industry t hat has 
ach ieved suc h growth as t he greeting c a.rd industry must have 
a firm sociolog ical and psychological founda tions. 
The greeting card industry he.s grown in sales volume 
from f55,000,000 in 1928 to #1.25,000,000 in 1949; t l1ese figures 
~re at what the industry calls wholesale. Th is wholesa le is 
wha t those selling gree ting cards actuRlly paid for t hem, in 
other words it includes t l1e fP..ctory price wh ich direct buying 
retailers paid; t he true wholesale price that those buying 
from jo·b-oers paid and t :ne combina.tion of both t l1a t direct 
sellers paid to both manufacttlrers and joboers. More detailed. 
information will be given in the Chapter on Channels of 
Distribution. (1) (2) 
(1) Telephone converse.tion with J. J. Stuck, Dealers• Service 
Kgr., Rust Craft, May 5, 1950. 
( 2) 1'Millions for Tr-ibute:' Business Week, May 2, 1942, page 50. 
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The greeting card is a product that comes i nto every 
home and touches the life of every individual in some way or 
other. It apparently helps to relieve certain human ills such 
as anxiety, loneliness, and sorrow; to GiVe a means of expres-
sion to the inarticulate person; and to signalize religious 
and national holidays. During the war the greeting card in-
dustry liked to say tha t greeting cards helped to fight infla-
tion to an extent because they frequently took t he place of 
more expensive gifts. (1) 
2. Limitations of This Study 
There seem to be limits of one kind or another to 
all types of market analysis, but particular limitations are 
imposed on a study of this kind. First a student is limited 
by lack of time and money, but these in themselves may not be 
serious. Perhaps the most burdensome limitation is imposed by 
the position of the investigator himself. Business men are not 
very much interested in revealing information, even of an un-
confidential nature to mere students. Another limitation 
appee..rs very often when business men themselves do not know why 
they do certain things in a certain way. Therefore , they can 
hardly be expected to thoroughly explain their own operationo 
Professor Mayo pointed out that as long ago as 1S90 William 
J ames made the distinction between two types of knowledge . 
First there was the "knowledge of acquaintance", which comes 
from direct experience of fact and situation; and second there 
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(1) "Millions for Tribute", Business Week, May 2, 1942, page 50o 
is "knowledge about", wh i ch is t he ·prod.uct of reflective 
thinking. (1) 
Knowledge derived from e~perience is 
hard to transmit, e~cept by ~xample, imi-
tation and trial and ~rrqr, whereas el'U-
di t i on ( knowledge about) i s e !i'.s i ly put 
into symbols - words, gr 8.phs, maps. Now 
t h is means that skills, although tre.ns-
missable to other persons are only s lowly 
so and are never truly art i culate. Eru-
dition is highly articulate and c an be not 
only readily transmi t t ed but can be 
accwnulated and preserved. (1) . 
Then to, some bus i nessmen seem to be affected with 
wha t Professor Copeland has called the malady of "sales egotism", 
in that they feel that their product and method of distribution 
are so superior that everyone should be aware of it, without 
being reminded of it or told about it. (2) 
Perhap s the worst limitation of all upon this form of 
research is the policy of the Greeting Card Industry (2) 
~oward releasing information concerning itself. Indiv idual 
·companies c-tvoit.i revealing their s ~,les if they possibly can. 
The largest company making greeting cards is Hall Bros ., Inc. , 
of Kansas City , Missouri, yet it reveals no figures on its 
sales, profits , or even capital stock outstanding. The reason 
th i s is possible is tha t the stock of this company is quite 
closely held. The same applies to several other firms. Where 
.~ 
firms e.re a part of a combination the individual company 
(1) Kayo, Elton, "The Social Problems of an Industrial 
Civilization" , Harvard University, Graduate School of Business 
Administration, 1945, page 16A quote is from a letter written 
by Dr. Alan Gregg, Nov. 13, 1::;~42. . 
(2) "The Greeting Card Industry", 200 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Ci tyi this somewhat peculiar name is the e.ctual ne.me of one of 
the eading trade associations of the greeting card industry. 
figures become mergeli with other members of the ho lding 
company and thus lose their significance. This can be ob.served 
in the case of Rust Cre.ft Publishers, Inc. , which is pa.rt of 
United Printers ana Publishers. 
It is understandable that ind i vidua l companies 
would not care to have their s ales figures revealed for 
competitive reasons, but it is much more difficult to 
understand why industry-wide figures ar e not r ele r.:.seli. The 
Greeting Card Industry collects informat ion i n rege,rd to sales 
for each of its members and publishes the totals for members 
only. Why this information should not b e ma.de publ i c may 
perhaps be explained in two ways. Fi rst t he membersh ip of 
the Greeting Card Industry may not inclucle some l ar ge 
pxocducers ana distributors of greeting cards, t r1erefore the 
figures would not give a true picture of t he situation. 
Second there may be a fear that if the f igures were made 
public other f i r ms might enter t he indus t r y and share i n 
the s a l es and pr ofits . The first reason is understandable, 
but at least t hese statis tics are bett er than noth i ng . The 
second reason ha s little to recommend it, since it seems 
reasonable to assume tha.t secrecy t ends t o encourage act i on 
rather than d i scourage it. 
3. Field Investigation 
I nvest igation was confined to the marketing aspects 
of the greeting car~ industry, with some refer ence to the 
historical backgroumi and sociological, psychological aspect s 
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of the greeting ca.rd. Informcttion about the industry was 
gathered almost entirely by interviews. In all, thirty-five 
interviews with twenty-five firms a.nd inaividuals were con-
ducted. The firms included two jobbers, nine publishers, six 
retailers buying direct from publishers, two chain store 
representatives, three direct factory representatives, and 
three interviews with two publishers and one wholesaler 
selling through direct selling agents. These are listed in 
detail in Appendix A. 
A reading list of some sixty mags.zine articles was 
compiled from the current issues of the "Readers• Guide" and 
the 11 Ind.ustria.l Arts Infllex 11 back to 1935. Information from 
only fifteen of these magazine articles was at all nertinent 
to the problem. These are listea in Appendix B. 
Extensive use was made of the "Romance of Greeting 
Carflls",by Ernest Dudley Chase, for much of the historical 
ms.teria1. Other books are listed in detail in Appendix B. (1) 
4. Previous Work in the Marketing of Greeting Cards 
Not a great deal has been written about the 
marketing of greeting caras. Chase's book mentions the market-
ing aspects of the industry only incidentally. Some space is 
~evote~ to window display, some to the state of stock control 
in 1926, and a few snatches of the early history of the 
(1) Chase, Erne-st Dudley, 11 The Romance of Greeting Oa.rtis", 
privately published by E. D. Chase, Boston, Mass., 1926. 
marketing of greeting cards completes the work. The book 
then is largely a historical treatise, or at least it may 
now be viewed as such. 
The only other work _ ~n the marketing of greeting 
cards that was found was e, Ba1helor 1 s Thesis by Hymen Hurwitz, 
entitled "Merchandising of Greeting Cards". (l) The Hurwitz 
paper does not mention stock control at all; it touches on 
the channels of distribution, and mentions the cooperative 
advertising by the greeting card industry. Aside from these 
two sources nothing we.s found in terms of research in the 
marketing of greeting cards. 
5· Method of Approach 
The emphasis throughout the paper has been upon 
the operations of the retail outlets buying direct from 
publishers. The brief historical sketch was designed to 
show that the greeting card is the result of a long histor-
ical development. The chapter on the sociological and 
psychological aspects of the greeting card s.hows the solid 
foundation upon which the greeting card industry is built. 
The chapters on methode of distribution and stock control 
served to bring out the degree Gf care that publishers selling 
direct to retailers lavish on the marketing of their product. 
The metha.d of approach then has been to analyze the various 
methods of distribution and then to point out in detail why 
(1) Hurwitz, Hymen, "The :Merchandising of Greeting Cards", 
Be,chelor's Thesis, 1930, on file at C. B. A. Library, Boston 
University. 
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those publishers selling direct to retailers have not only 
developed the most extensive distribution arrangements but 
offer the greatest possibilities for continued sales leader-
ship in the greeting card field. 
Chapt_er II 
An Historical Sketch (1) 
1. England Gives Us The Christmas. C.to!rd 
The greeting card a.s we have come to know it appears 
to have originated in England in lg42. In t hat year Willi&n 
Maw Egley etched a Christmas greeting card illustrating several 
scenes, among them a Christmas party, skating, carol singers, 
distribution of soup, a. Punch and Judy show, and two figures 
dancing the "Roger de Coverly 11 • (2) 
For some time until t he Egley card wa~ discovered i.n 
1937, it wa~_ t hought that a card suggested by one Sir Henry 
Cole and designed by J. C. Horsley, R. A., was t he f irst 
Christmas card, but this card ca.me out i n 1S46. Both cards 
were similar in design and somewhat resembled each other in 
that each showed a trellis upon which was entwined a grape-
vine forming small panels in which various scenes were 
i llustrated. The Horsley card s howed three scenes, feeding 
the hungry, a family merry making (with wine), and clothing 
the naked. The sentiment on both ca rds was "A Merry Christmas 
and A Happy New Year To You 11 , and both had a 11 To" and a "From" 
for the sender to fill in. Any question as to whether the 
Horsley card was copied from the Egley card is pure sp ecula-
tion on the basis of present information. 
Not much is known about the subsequent history of the 
(1) Material from t his chapter came largely from "The Romance 
of Greeting Cards", by Ernest D. Chase, privately published 
by E. D. Chase, Boston, 1926. 
(2) Ernest D. Chase, "The Greeting Card Industry", Bellman 
Publishing Co., Boston, 1946. 
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Egley card, but the Horsley card came in for some ridicule and 
wa s even criticized for depicting the family merry making wi th 
wine. The first issue of 'i;ihe Hor.sley card amounted to only a 
thousand, but, "in lSSl MesEers. De La Rue reproduced it in 
t he chromo-lithographic process and many copies we r e sold." (1) 
It was not until 1S62, when the firm of Charles 
Goodall & Sons issued a series of cards, t hat the Christmas 
card came i nto general use. Later Marcus Ward & Co. started 
publishing greeting cards in ea rn est,and Messrs. De La Rue 
in 1S75· Both t hese firms maintained a standard of ezcellence 
in t he face of t he growing tendency toward the novel and t he 
vulgar that had developed. 
The facts concerning early Christmas cards were 
obtained from an article i n a special ed i tion of "The 
Studi o" (England) in 1394. The author of t he article 9 
Gleason White, revealed that many publishers of t he day kept 
more or less complete sets of samples of their cards , but he 
obtained mo st of his information from Mr. Jonathan King , "who 
was t hen the best authori t y on the subject." {2) The King 
collection, 
"contai ned in some 700 volumes, weighing , 
collectively, between six and seven tons , 
includes about 163,000 varieties, and 
although not exhaustive, offers what is 
practically a completely illustrated 
nistory of the many years between 1862 and 
today. " ( 3) 
(l) Chase, E.D., "The Romance of Greeting Cards", pub. by 
E. D. Ch ~.se, Bosto11 , 1926, page 7. 
(2) ibed, page 7 
(3) ibed, page 7 
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Wl1ite s t2-ted that i n t he p:repcu a.t~on of the s tory he b.ad 
exan1ined publ i shel' 1 s collections totr4.l ing over 200 , 000 
dif fe rent de s igns. This, however, d.1.d no t i nolu.de the nm.ny 
s mall concerns and individuals who ke:p-~ no records of t he i r 
early publications. Ear l y publishers apparently exer'cised so1.ne 
care in the s election of t he i r des i gns , pc..ying nmny hundreds of 
pounds for good de s igns . As a. result, members of the Hoyg,l 
Ac ademy, "were not a s hamed to wcnk f or the Chris tma.s card 
pub l i shers, a s well Gs many young el' des igners, scarce out of 
t h eir student days ••• " (1) 
It is curious, but the Chr i stmas c a rds of t he day 
bor e lit t le relation to the gen eral Ch r i stmas theme. True , 
t here were manger scenes and other scen es of a rel ig i ous 
nature, but they wer e far out shone by p ictures of children, 
f l owers, kittens, f e.:tr i 0s , ·· leads, birds, c:mime.l s, e.nd even 
f i sh and rept i les. The Engl i sh card generally had no title 
or sentiment other t han the s tereo typed exp r ess i on , 11 A Me:rx·y 
Christmas and a Ha.ppy New Year'' , although in some i nste.nces 
passages f r om the New Testament were u sed and somet i.mes poems 
were pressed into service. 
The early Engl i sh cards sold well because of the 
good designs. Bus i ness buil t up to a p eak in 1890 and 
thereaft er began t o fall away in the f ac e of competition from 
cheaper German and Austrian importations. As a matter of fact, 
(1) Chase , E. D. , "'rhe Ro mcw.ce of Greeting Cards'a , publ i shed 
by E. D. Chase , Bost on, 1926 , page 8 
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many publishers too k to importing the cheaper cards and so in 
a way contributed to the ir own downfall. Mr. Chase gi ves us 
another reason for the downfall of English greeting cards : 
"One of the rea sons for the down-
fall of the English card business was 
that every Tom, Dick and Harry in 
England seemed to show them when the 
holiday season came around. At first 
the outlet was naturally the bookseller 
and stationer. but when they became so 
oommen that they might be seen in the 
windows of nearly every draper, tobac-
conist, toy shop and the rest, the better 
trade fell off. 
"When people had learned that 
attractive cards could be bought at a plice 
per dozen that they had hitherto pai d fo r 
a single one, that the latest designs of 
the season were obtainable at greatly 
reduced prices, and that they were for 
sale in nearly every store , many stopped 
buying them. 11 ( 1) · 
Perhaps if prices had been maintained and distribu-
tion r estricted to bookseller s and stationers , the s tory would 
have been d i fferent. 
2e The First Era of American Greeting Cards 
The first era of pioneer achievement and exper iment 
i n American greeting cards owes much to Loui s Prang. Prang, 
like Carl Schultz and others, was a refugee from the German 
revolution of 1848. Upon his arrival in America he emba.rked 
on severe.l .ventures in Boston, but it was not until 1S56 that 
he founded his small lithographic business. Hie plant was 
located in Roxbury, Massachusetts , and it was there i n 1886 
t hat he perfected the lithographic p~ocess of multioolor 
(1) Chase , E. D., "The Romance of Greeting Cards" , published 
by E. D. Chase, Boston, 1926 , pa.ge 14. 
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printing~ he called his print s 11ohromo s 11 • Whil e today ct chromo 
may ·be accounted a poor reproduction of the or i ginal , Pr ang u s 
work was a lways noted fo r its excellence, and his xeprod:!.J.o t i on s 
of oil paintings were so wel l done tha t often none but an 
exp ert could tell them f rem the real pe.inting o 
With fac i l i t i es for produc ing such work, he gav e 
h i s attention to Christmas cards, and by 1874 , was expo l~ting 
some home to England where they found a ready saleo The 
followi ng year he decided to exploit the American market , 
which he did successfully, until in 1890 German importations 
hurt his sale. Other undertakings took his t ime and interest 
so that in that year he gave up the card business entirely o 
Prang took an enormous amount of care in all h i s 
printing, doing everything possible t o see that his plant turned 
out the very best. When he ceased publication of greeting car ds 
one of the things that occupied his time was the painstaking 
reproduction, i n the form of bookplates, of some of the cho icest 
items in the collection of oriental ceramic art owned by 
Messrs. Walters of Baltimore. The workl took eight years a.nd 
cost $500 ~ 000 and will probably never again be equalled. 
When Prang was printing cards, he sponsored cont est s 
for designs in greeting cards. Leading artists took part and 
the prizes were quite substantial for those days , first prize 
$2000 and second prize $1000. The method of judging is 
I 
interesting. The pictures were exhibited in Reichard as Gallery, 
New Yo rko Competent judges first passed on the pictures ~ and 
then the general publ i c was admitted to add it s vo tes in the 
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awardi ng Qf the prizes. (1) Jus t what happened i f the ex.:perts 
and the people did not agr ee i s not known. At any rate the 
participatign of the public i n the vgting may have given Prang 
a clue as to the saleability of cards made f r om the des igns 
shown. 
Prang's painstaking methods, often involving e ight 
colors and sometimes twenty, made h i s cards more expens i ve than 
those of foreign design, and this of course was one of the 
factors which led to the closing down of his greet i ng card 
operation. Besides Christmas cards, Prang made New Year 
and birthday cards as well as some for Easter. Some of the 
fancy ones were made of two pieces of paper with cotton 
batting, containing sachet between them. Like the contempor-
a.ry English cards, Prang's Christmas cards often depicted mos t 
un-Christmas-like subjects. 
3. The Second Era of American Greeting Cards 
The period from 1890 to 1906 was one of virtual 
eclipse for the American greeting card industry and it wa s 
during this period that great quantities of cards wer e 
imported from Germany and Austria. Although these cards were 
colorful and well made, the quality of the designs and t he cards 
themselves began to deteriorate in later years. The public 
refused to buy as many cards ~s before, so gradually imports 
dwindled. Kr. Chase has this to say: 
(1) Chase, E. D., "Romance of Greeting Cards", published by 
E. D. Chase, Boston, 1926, page 23. 
" ••• there is, as everyone knows, a danger 
i n quantity production, mo re especially 
in art Qbjects, Then aga in, there was a 
bizarre vulgarity creeping in ~ not ":r:tlY in design but in manufacture, someth~ng 
of novelty without art i stic merit."- (1) 
Beginning with A. M. Davis in 1906, native Arnel'ice..n 
cards began ta appear again on the market and t his time with 
a new ideao The new idea was verses with the mag ic stuff the 
industry calls "me tGJ you". Dav i s had been inspired by an 
Englis~ Chr i stmas card inscribed with t he following ver se~ 
11So may the New Year be a happy one to you 
Happy to many whose happiness depends on you, 
So may each New Year be happier than the l a.s t o" ( 2) 
Many of the early greeting cards were printed in the 
form of post cards. These increa sed in sale up to about 1916s 
then they gradually fell off until in 1920 no more were 
published. 11H!i»wever, two years after the business was 
s t arted, plain flat cards to go in envelgpes, and folders tied 
with :ribbon having decorated designs on the cover were addedp 
and t hese were the foundation of what is now known as the 
American Greeting Card. 11 (3) 
After Da.vis started it was net long before others :> 
among them, Rust and Gibson, appeared on the scene. Bus ine ss 
increased because t he American cards were what the people 
wanted and because of t he react i on t o t he cheap f ore ign cards 
wh i ch had already begun to set in. The First World War brought 
(l)Ohase ~ E. :P., "The Romance of Greeting Oards" , published by 
E • . D. Chase, Boston, 1926 , page 14. 
( 2) ibed, page 206 (3) ibed, page 207 
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impor~s to a hal~ and deal~ a final blow ~o foreign gree~ing 
cards from which they have never recovered. 
Special ~itles were soon developed and have remained 
wi~h us to the presen~ time. Another lasting innovation was 
the supplying of matched envelopes wi~h every card. As natural 
as ~his prac~ice seems, it was unheard of in the period of 
foreign impor~ations. Most of ~he early cards of ~he Second 
16 
Era were produced by letter press from line cuts, and i~ was not 
until ~he late 1920's that American publishers "discovered" off-
set mul~icolor lithography. Cards produced on the letter presses 
really were not at a disadvantage, because the process made 
possible the simpler designs the public preferred as against 
~he gaudy lithographed products from overseas. 
4. The Third Era of American Greeting Oards 
The Third Era, in ~he devlopment of American Greeting 
cards, covers the period from 1926 to the present time, which 
might be termed the Era of Merchandising and Promotion. This 
period saw the introduction and development of greeting card 
stock control, specially designed fixtures, and national advertis-
ing and promotion campaigns sponsored by the larger companies. 
During this period, the retailer assumed a more equal partner-
ship with the publisher in the distribution of greeting cards. 
He came in for his proper share of recognition as an important 
par~ in the channel of distribution flowing from ~he publisher 
to the consumer. 
Probably the most impor~ant single development during 
this period was stock control, which according to some is ~he 
biggest single factG>r in the present grG>wth and prQsperity ~f 
·•1. 
the industry. Greeting card stock control is a type of unit 
contrl&ll in which records are kept of each individual greet1ng 
card design a retailer may have in stQck. The object Qf the 
control is to keep a proper balance between sales and i nventory, 
in terms of seasonal, and growth factors besides changes in 
cQnsumer taste. 
Not much is kn0wn cQncerning the early piQneer ing 
of stock control, but a few things seem fairly certain. The 
Gibson Art Co. early came out with a stock control system 
employing a model stock with periodic inventories. At that 
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time the Gibson company advocated a system of rotating orders 
under which each publisher supplying a retailer would be given 
a single large order in turn. Around 1930 George Meiler of Rust 
Craft developed a unit control system involving the use of 
separate records of performance of every card design in the 
retailer's stock. Records under this system were kept on 
separate cards or tickets, one for each design, and the entire 
stock was summarized and recQrded in a stock control book. (1) 
For the first few years after its introduction stock 
c~ntrQl had tQ overcome great resistance from retailers and even 
from publisher's own salesmen. The retail dealers were under-
standably reluctant to have stock cQntrol installed in their 
stores inasmuch as they had been in the business of selling 
(1) Interview with Sam Katz, Manager of Green's Card Shops, 
April 22, 1949 . 
(1) Interview with John Wolcot, Stock Oontrol Dept. , Rust 
Craft, April 2S, 1949. 
cards for years and so no ne ed to ch8.nge methods. Some held 
I back because Qf the large stock of cards t hat would have t o be 
sold before the new system could funct i on efficiently, and were 
proud of the great variety of designs they carried, even i n slow 
moving titles. A much more likely reason they resisted stock 
cG>ntrol, was simply because it lO (}ked like more wor k to t hem. 
There is little doubt tha. t one thing stock control did, tha t 
wa s not advantageous, was to increase the amount of money 
spent on transportation, because of the many small orders 
as against the fewer large ones of former days. (l) 
, I 
Chapter III 
Classifica tion of Greeting Cards 
The greeting card is a form of graphic co 1mnunication 
that substitutes for a personal note or letter. Harry W. 
Brown has called the greeting card a new art form, " .•. a. 
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conveyance for the expression of human love and human s ympa thy ... ~ 
that all men can use ••• " (1) From the point of view of market-
ing~ the greeting card might be t hought of as a piece of packaged 
merchandise. The design on the front of the card forms the 
package; the caption or title is the label; and on t he i ns i d e 
of the card is the merchandise itself, the verse or sent imen~ . (2) 
1. Distribution of Greeting Card Sales 
A. Distribution of Everyday Sales 
Everyday cards are those greeting cards that a~~ 
saleable throughout the entire year. They have no particular 
season of sale. These cards are usually placed under s t ock 
control and provide retailers with a source of sales all year 
long . The "Everyday notes" mentioned in the footnote of Table 
I refers to boxes of fancy writing paper and envelopes or 
papeteries. These are sometimes classified as greeting card 
specialties and are often a,dvert ised as such. 
Notice i n the Table that the total of the birthday 
cards represents more than half the total everyday businesso 
(1) Brown, Harry W., owner of H. W. Brown & Co. of Milwaukee 
Wisconsin, from the introduction to "The Romance of Greeting' 
Cards", published by E. D. Chase, 1926. 
(2) Interview with John Wolcot, Rust Craft stock control 
manager, April 28 , 1949 
The other classifications are the Get Well or Illness car ds 
with 9.4% and the Wedding Anniversary cards with 9.5% of th~ 
total. These percent a,ges will probably vary in d i fferent types 
of stores, especially as between department stores and independ-
ent retailers and between different types of independent r e-
tailers such as greeting card specialty shops and retai ler s 
carrying a mor e general line of merchandise. Unfortunat ely , 
no f i gures are available to show the exact variat i on fro m s tore 
to store. It is known, however, that as volume increases 
i n stores within a given category very little change t akes 
place in t he proportions, to the total, sold in each cla ss i-
fication. ( 1) 
The total in everyday cards volume done relative to 
the total greeting card business seems tO vary -consider ably 
between different types of stores. Department stor es do 57% 
of t h e i r business in everyday cards; variety stores 60%; and 
independent stores 49%. (2) These figures illustrate in a 
·striking way the emphasis placed on the selling of greeting 
cards by different types of retail stores. Both the independent 
retailer and the depa rtment store utilize stock control of 
.. 
everyday cards to a wide extent, But there is a differenc e i n 
emphas i s, the independent store usually stocks a greater variety 
of titles in considerable depth on everyday cards . Department 
stores, on t he other hand, generally stock widest and deepest 
(1) Interview with J. J. Stuck, Dealer Service Manager , Rust 
Craft, February 1g, 1949. 
( 2) ibed 
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i n fast selling items, and f ast selling greeting cards are no 
exception. It therefore sometime s happens that the department 
store with its larger total stock, may be out of slower moving 
21 
cards that can easily be found in "well run" independent stores (1) 
Table I 
National Sales of Everyday Greeting Cards 
Classification 
General Birthday 
Humorous Birthday 
Special Birthday 
Children Birthday 
Year Birthday 
Family Birthday 
Total Birthday 
Baby Congratulations 
Wedding Congratulations 
Anniversary 
Friendship 
Illness or Get Well 
Sympathy 
Thank You 
Gift 
Travel 
Rel i gious 
Birth Announcements 
Invitations 
Sympathy Acknowledgements 
Total Others 
% of to tal sales 
13-3 11.1 
6.1 
1.5 
2.5 
1El.7 
4.El 
4.9 
9·5 3.1 
9.4 
3.0 
2.El 
5·1 
.!1-
·5 1.6 
1.5 
.2 
53-2 
Total All Classifications 
46.El 
100.0% 
Source: Information based upon ~~nalysis of 36 Rust Craft 
stock controls doing more than !lff-0,000 . a year. Everyday notes 
represent 7% of the total everyday business. The information 
was furnished by J. J. Stuck, Dealer's Service Manager » Rust 
Craft. Exactly what period it covers is not known, but it 
probably reveals late 1948 experience. The figures are not 
based entirely on Rust Craft sales, but upon sales of all 
publishers participating in the Rust Craft stock controls 
mentioned above. 
(l)Interview with J. J. Stuck, Dealer's Service Manager , Rust 
Craft, February lEI, 1949. 
B. Distribution of Seasonal Sales 
Seasonal cards is a term used to describe greeting 
cards made for special seasonssuch as Christmas, Valentine's 
Day, and Easter. These are saleable only in the particular 
seasons for which they are designed, unlike the everyday cards 
which are saleable year 1round. Christmas, Valentine's Day, 
and Easter represent the major part of the seasonal business, 
with Christmas as the largest. 
Referring to Table II, on the next page, it will be 
seen that the Gibson and Rust Craft national sales performance 
figures differ considerably amongst themselves in their 
percentages on both everyday and seasonal cards. There are two 
possible reason for this: first, the samples from which the 
percentages were derived were of different composition; second, 
the Gibson Art Co. has many more, and perhaps smaller accounts 
than does Rust Craft •.. Rust Craft on the other hand appears to 
exercise a more selective dealer policy than any of the other 
publishers selling to independent retailers and depa.rtment 
stores. 
·' Again it can be pointed out that percentages do ·not 
vary greatly with the volume of sales, but they do tend to vary 
fairly consistently wit,h the type of store. In comparing the 
\ 
independent retailers with department stores, it is found that 
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the seasonal business is much greater for the former than for the 
latter. This would seem to indicate that department stores sell 
a great many everyday cards because of traffic created by other 
merchandise, while independent stores are relying on cards to 
EVERYDAY 
l _l 
TABLE I I 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALES OF SEASONAL CARDS 
NATIONAL SALES 
RUST CRAFT 
50. 21 ~5. u 
GIBSON 
INDEPENDENT STORES* 
RUST CRAFT 
149. Ol 
DEPARTMENT 
STORE SALES 
RUST CRAFT 
57.01 
COUNTEAt 18.6 
·.3 1.6 
COUNTER~& 28.~ COUNTER+ 19.0 
• 7 
COUNTEft 16.0 
CHRISTMAS 
VALENTINE 
EASTER 
MOTHER'S DAY 
FATHER'S DAY 
GRAOUA T ION 
PARTY GOODS 
C H R I S TM AS BOX E 0 
21. 6 ltEW YEAR 
THANKSGIV lNG . 
10,14VALENTI.NE 10,0 
ST. PATRICK .~ 
9.2 
5 • .3 
2.0 
1..3 
100.01 
ASSORTMENTS I OF 9 • .3 
COUN TE~ BUSINESS 
NEW YEAR 
28
•
4 THANKSGIVING 
HAllOWEEN 
9.14 
6.7 
5 • .3 
2.6 
1.5 
1.0 
100.01 
• 2 20 .0 NEW YEAR THANKSGIVING ·.3 
12 0 9A LENTINE 11.6 
' ST. PATRICK .~ 
9.5 
5.5 
.3.0 
1.0 
100.01 
50.0 
16.9 
9.9 
8.0 
14.6 
2.5 
1.1 
100. 01 
100.0 
NEW YEAR 
THANKSGIVING 
VALENTINE 9.5 
ST. PATRICK .~ 
"INDEPENDENT STORES, AS THE TERM IS USED BY THE INDUSTRY, MEANS ANY STORE BUYING DIRECT FROM PUBLISHERS EXCEPT 
QEPARTMENT ·STORE3. ' 
+cOUNTER, REFERS TO CHRISTMAS CARDS OI,SPLAYEO ON RACKS OR COUNTERS AND SOLO SINGLY ·. 
SOURCES: GIBSON FIGURES, E. J.'"'ANOERSON, GIBSON DIVISIONAL SALES MANSGER, FEB. 7, 19149 
RUST CRAFT FIGURES, J. J. STUCK, DEALER SERVICE MANAGER, FEB. 2, 19149 
SINCE THESE FIGURES ARE SEMI CONFIDENTIAL THEY ARE AVAILABLE ONLY FROM THE PUBLISHERS CONERNEO. 
EXACTLY WHAT PERIOD THESE FIGURES REPRESENT IS HARD TO TELL, BUT THEY PROBABLY REPRESENT LATE 
19148 EXPERIENCE OF BOTH COMPANIES. 
• 6 
• 3 
N) 
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build traffic. The appeal of the evsryday card as a traffic 
building item is not as great as that of the seasonal card. 
The seasonal business offers more promotional opportunities 
which both department store and independent stores explo i t. 
While department stores may at times increa,se the 
area of display of greeting cards, they do not often devote 
windows or newspaper space to the promotion of seasonal~ or 
even of everyday cards. The independent retailer on the other 
hand may make greeting cards his main promotional item.. He will 
devote window space, newspaper advertising and perhaps radio 
advertising to the promotion of his seasonal and everyday cards. 
2. Greeting Cards For Every Occasion 
We have all seen the legend "Greeting Cards For 
Every Occassion" either in a card shop or in connect ion with 
some greeting card advertisement, but few people realize how 
much this phrase means or how far it goes. The following 
pages represent an attempt to elaborate on the greeting ce,rds 
for every occasion idea by presenting a kind of a catalogue 
of greeting cards. 
A. Everyday Cards (1) 
Mr. Fred Rust is credited with having 
published the first special title cards, 
such as "To Mother on her Birthday", "To 
Father on his Bi rthday", and so on through-
out the entire f amily. These special t i tle 
cards are also published for the various 
seasons, such as Christmas, Valentine's Day , 
Easter, and even Mother 1 s Day, when cards may 
(1) Chase, Ernest Dudley, 11 The Greeting Card Industry" ~ Bellman 
Publ i shing Co., Inc., 1946 
" 
be purchased for mother-in-law, reading 
"To My Other Mother." 
In the get well card group, there 
are cards for those in the hospital, for 
those who are shut in, for those who have 
had operations, and special ones for 
children. 
There are also general birthday cards 
which can be sent to almost anyone. Then 
follow humorous birthda,y cards wh i ch vary 
in price from 5 to 25 cents apiece. There 
are children's birthday cards, many of 
which are listed as "age" birthday cards. 
A few are now appearing in~1is classifica-
tion titled from one to six years that 
retail for 25 cents apiece. 
Millions and millions of birth 
announcements are sold yearly, and reta i l 
for 5 cents. Then, there are many cards 
classified as baby congratulatory which 
retail from 10 cents up to 35 to 50 centso 
There are general party invitations 
retailing for a nickel, child and child 
birthday party ones at 5 cents each, and 
finally under the invitation bracket 
there are 5 cent cards for general showers 
and baby showers. 
Generally wedding and happy occe.sion 
anniversary cards may be secured for 10 
cents up to a dollar. These also include 
engagement cards. In this group, too , are 
special anniversary titles , as, 11 To Husband 
on Our Wedding", "To Mother and Father " , 
"To Brother and Wife", 11 To Daughter and 
Husband" , "To Si ster and Husband", 11 To Son 
and Wife", "From Us", and yearly titles, 
first, second, third, etc., up to and in-
cluding tenth, together with spec ial ones 
fo r fifteenth, t wentieth, twenty-f ifth~ 
silver and golden weddings. Thes e latter 
titles are usually priced from 15 to 50 
cents. There a re a lso sweetheart armiversa-
ries. 
Count less gif t cards are published to 
retail from 5 cents up to and including 35 
cents, the .latter usually suitable for whole 
groups · to sign. Special birth gift cards , 
wedding gift cards , baby gift cards, baby-
to-be, and baby shower, money holders , and 
miscellaneous items a re included under th i s 
heading . 
Thank You cards, with either general 
sentiments or arranged for group sending 
have a price range from 5 to 25 cents. 
These include thank you 1 s for shower gifts, 
wedding gifts, for flowers and kindness, 
and for hospitality. 
Sympathy cards have been popular for 
many years and may be had for around 5 cents 
but are sometimes as high as 25 cents or even 
more. Millions of sympathy acknowledgements 
in card form are obtainable everywhere. 
These sell for as little as 3 cents apiece, 
but many formal ones may be had for about 
15 cents. 
Cards for greeting one in a new home, 
for success and good luck, and travel and 
bon voyage cards are now almost always 
available. 
There are special cards published with 
the religious motif containing sentiments 
for anniversaries, birthday, baby congratula-
tions, Confirmation, entrance into religion, 
feast day, First Communion, First Mass 
occasion, happy occasion and general religious, 
illness, nam~ day, ordination, Silver Jubilee, 
Golden Jubilee, Spiritual Bouquet, SY!Ilpathy 
and wedding congratulations. (1) 
Mr. Chase might have mentioned that by far the most 
popular children•s birthday cards are those in the age group 
from one to six. Publishers spend a~eat deal of time and money 
designing cards in this particular group. Cards with 110ne Year 
Old"~ etc. having pins, hats, and other novelties are extremel y 
popular with young children, or at least their elders who buy 
the cards. It is therefore not unusual for a store t o have 
several series in several price lines in this group. 
Relatively few engagement congratulat i on cards ar e 
sold since most people feel that the man, not the woman, should 
(1) Chase, E. D., "The Greeting Card Industry", Bellman Publish~ 
ing Co., 1946, pages 10 and 11. 
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be congratulated. Wedding congratulations do not enjoy e.. good 
sale either~ since i t is t he popular custom to give the br i de 
a "shower" , that is, a shower of gifts for the home , but, lately, 
with the housing shortage, there have even been "greenback " 
showers. These occasions require gift cards or money folders 
and thus the need for a congratulation card is lessened. Then 
too, at the wedding gifts are usually tended, again with a gift 
card, t herefore eliminating a wedding congra~tulation card .. 
Anniversary cards are quite popular because this 
seems to be an occasion that can be properly taken care of 
wi thout a gift. There is even a group of "belated anniversary" 
cards to go along with the "delayed wedding congratulationw 
card. Those with poor memories are well~ served even to numerous 
types of 11belated 11 birthday cards. 
It will be seen that greeting cards a re in themselves 
a comment on everyday American l ife. Take for example the 
"Thank You" cards. These cards are made for specific occasion s 3 
even 11 t hank you for the Christmas" card. These particular ones 
are r eally quite popular. Some of these cards , such as wedding 
gift thank you ~ may really offend the t aste of many, s i nce the 
one who gave the gift may have spent a great deal of time 
select ing it; it seems most rude to show apprec iation by a 
stereotyped "thank you". Yet others will s ay that while this 
type of thank you leaves much to be desired, it is better than 
nothing~ There will be more comraent on the sociology of the 
greeting ca.rd in the next chapter. 
No mention is me.de in the Chase commentary of t he 
"secret pal" card. In the early 1930's dealers began t o get 
requests for these cards. At first publish ers were reluctan t 
to make thsn,but investigation proved that a mar ket existed 
for them. ( 1) Secret Pals are chosen by lot. The p er son 
who dr aws another's name rememb ers his secret pal on b i rthdays , 
ann i versar ies , holidays, and other occ asions, t her e being 
special secret pal cards for all these occasions. Secret Pal s 
a re revealed at the end of a year's time, and t h ere i s even a 
secret pal card revealing the pal! 
B. Seasonal Cards (2) 
1. New Year's Day 
While New Year's, whi ch follows so soon 
after Christmas, is not a big greeting card 
occasion, there a re nevertheless, plenty of 
greeting cards for that occas i on. At the 
same time, greeting card dealers feature 
e.nd sell tremendous numbers of "Thank You" 
for Christmas cards, "Thank You" for 
Chr istmas messages, etc. , during the week 
or two following Christmas. 
2. Valentine's Day Cards 
The valentine is one of t he oldest of 
greeting cards. Pepys mentions one in his 
diary in l o67 and in 1797 t here was publ ished 
in England "Young Man's Va lentine Writer" . 
The nineteenth century saw the arrival of the 
lacy Valentines tha t are so highly prized 
today. The 1950 sea son even f ound at least 
one manufacturer try ing to i mitate them. 
The First World War a llowed many manufacturer s 
to compete successf ully against t he Ger mans , 
and at the close of t he war better des i gns on 
t he part of domest i c manufacturers drove 
( 1) "Greet ings Pal 11 article by Arlene Wolf, Collier s , Feb. 16 :> 
1946, page 70. 
( 2 ) Chase , E. D., "The Greeting Card Industry", Bellman Pub. Co . , 
1946 
foreign competition a'!,lt. The new idea of 
special tit1es on greeting cards helped 
Valentines a great deal. (1) 
). St. Patrick's Day Cards 
Comic and semi-comic post cards were 
published for those who desired to greet 
one another on Saint Patrick's Day long 
before the advent of the greeting card and 
even after cards for other occasions were 
in constant use. It was not until 1912 or 
1913 that the first greeting cards (in 
their present form) were issued covering 
Saint Patrick's Day, and while many of 
them were comic or "slap stick" the more 
serious type of sentiment came into use. 
4. Easter 
Of all the greeting card occasions, 
Easter comes nearest to Christmas in 
popularity and sales point of view, and 
therefore, Easter cards in great variety 
are obtainable in all greeting card business 
a month or six weeks previous to the ever 
changing Easter date. 
Such oards differ in sentiment and 
type as do those of Christmas, and while 
there are many serious and religious 
thoughts incorporated in the sentiments, 
there are many of a semi-hmnorous nature. 
Special titles are almost as numerous for 
this occasion as at Christmas time. Designs 
are more spring like, and Easter cards 
generally are brighter in character than are 
Christmas cards. Jonquils, Tulips, Narcissi, 
and other spring flowers are in evidence, as 
well as rabbits, eggs, chickens, and other 
popular Easter motifs. Easter greeting cards 
are obtainable at from 5 cents to a dollar, 
the latter being mostly for mother, wife and 
sweetheart. 
5· l4other 1s Day 
On l4ay g, 1914, through the earnest efforts 
of Miss Anna Jarvis of Philadelphia, popularly 
known as the founder of Mother's Day, Mother's 
Day was made official by an Act of Congress, 
(1) ChaseJ. E. D.i "The Romance of Greeting Cards", published 
by E. D. uhase, 926. 
cmd from t ha t time on , greeting cards ho.ve 
been more and more in evidence, with sales 
r a.nk i ng third in popul :.:·.r i ty . 
The well-known Wh i stler 0 s Mother has 
been used year after year as a decorat i on 
for Mother's Day cards , but all sorts of 
designs are used for this occasion. The 
sentiments are more or less serious , al-
though there are a number of semi-
humorous ideas in each year's showings on 
the greeting card counters. 
b. Father's Day Cards 
In 1910, Mrs. John Bruce Dodd, of 
Spokane , Washi ngton, st arted a series of 
national movements to recognize and 
establish Father's Day , which occurs on 
the third Sunday i n June. This new 
Greeting card occasion is a very popular one o 
For many reasons , Father's Day cards 
are the hardest type to design and stj.l l 
be pleasing in appearance. Most greet ing 
card designers try to make such cardL mas-
culine in appearance , wi th the result that 
many Father's Day cards look like clothing 
advertisement signs and they lack the 
f eminine appearance, which is essential 
since most of these cards are purcha sed by 
women. However, this custom seems to 
persist with the result that as a whole, 
greeting cards for this particular oo= 
casion are less appealing in design, al-
though the sentiments are invariably 
excellent. 
7. Graduat i on 
Almost from the very beginning of the 
present Greeting Card Era, there have been 
cards designed for the gr ::'.dua.te, and for 
many years, most of these cards were onl y 
available during the months of May and 
June, but in later years, due to mid-year 
graduations~ it has been necessary for 
dealers to keep graduation cards ins took 
t he year round. 
S. Friendship Day 
About 1919 e. movement was atarted to 
popularize a Friendship Day, to be observed 
the f i rst Sunday in August. Unlike the 
oth er spec ial greeting card occasions, i t 
n ever became popular , but t here are still 
cards published for t hat occasion, althnugh 
they are few in nunmer, and do not retail 
for more than 25 cents. 
9. Rosh Hashana, The Hebrew New Year 
The first cards for this occasion 
were published about 1917, and were hand 
decorated, with bibical subj eats, such a.s 
the "Ark of t he CovenP.nt ", the "Seven 
Branch Candlestick", the "Holy of Holies" 
and other Jewish emblems, with the Hebrew 
characters, meaning, "May you be inscribed 
for a good year". 
10. Thanksgiving Day 
With the exception of a few years 
during World War II, the United States 
has been celebrating Thanksg i ving Day the 
fourth Thursday in November, and dur i ng 
the past thirty-five years, t here have been 
more and more Thanksgiving Day cards des igned 
and sold for this occasion, although i t does 
not begin to have the popularity of other 
greeting card occasions. 
11. .Halloween 
"Halloween, or All Hallows' Eve, is t he name given t o 
the 31st of October, as the vigil of HallowrJas oi All Saints ' 
Day". (1) It is now, of course, a christian festival , but 
it antedates Christianity. In pre-Christian times people 
believed that, of all the nights of the year t his was the one 
during wh i ch ghosts and witches are most likely to wander 
abroad. 
As with some other holidays we have des cr ibed , 
Halloween cards came into being with the Second Er a of 
American Greeting Cards in 1908. Again like so many other 
holidays, the beginn ings were disappointing. Even today 1' i t 
(1) Chase, E. D., "Romance of Greeting Cards", publ i shed by 
E • . D. Chase, 1926, page 112 
is not an i mportant day insofar as sales are concerned. 
12. Christmas 
Christmas c r,.rds may be d i v i ded into four categories: 
counter cards, boxed assortments, cello packs and cards f or 
imprinting or personalizing. Counter cards are , wi~hout much 
doubt, the biggest sellers in independent stores. ~ley include 
general, humorous, and special title cards. These cards are 
displayed on the racks or counters, hence t he n&ae count er 
cards. Boxed assortments, on the other hand, do not have any 
special titles and are of a mor e general nature , to appeal to 
a larger group of people. Boxed assortments come in several 
pr i ce lines, from 50 cents to $2.50 and with a varying number 
of cards in each assortment. 
Cello packs are a fairly recent innovation. Or iginal-
ly dealers wrapped carryover stock in cellophane and sold the 
cards at a reduced price, for example, 12 cello packed five 
cent c~trds might sell for 29 cents. Here is an instance of 
how markdowns are carried out in greeting cards. The idea 
caught on and soon manufacturers started to design special 
cards for cello packs or made special runs of older des igns 
just for cello packs. 
Cards for imprinting are. sold in various ways. Two 
of the principal methods are from sample books and from boxed 
assortments or cello packs. The price of the cards is usually 
separate from the cost of imprinting. The i mprinting itself 
may or may not be done by t he retailer. There is no doubt that 
the Christmas holidays are the biggest seasonal card time. I t 
accounts for a.bout 18% of the total greeting card bus iness done 
in the average greeting card store. (1) The early his t ory of 
the Christmas card has already been told; it only remains t o 
be said that the cards and designs themselves seem to improve 
every year. 
C. Comment On Seasonal Cards 
In his comments on Seasonal cards, _Mr. Chase said 
that Easter more t han any other sales even in greeting cards 
come s nearest to Christmas. Th i s is not substant i ated by th~ 
facts. Reference to Table II will reveal that Valentine 's re.nk 
next to Christrnas, not Easter. No mention is made of the April 
Fooj 's Day cards; this is a very small holiday on par wit h 
Halloween. It has no special titles, except perhaps "For Your 
Birthday on April Fool's Day", and of course all the cards are 
humorous. Halloween and April Fool's Day are still small enough 
so that not all publishers make cards for these days and ther~ 
is the question whether or not it is actually worth the 
publisher's effort. 
Much the same comment could have been made about 
Mother's and Father's Day cards when they fir st came out, bu·t 
today these cards provide over 7% of Rust Craft and Gibson sales 
and the percentage appears to be growing. It is interest ing to 
note that Father's Day has had rather tough going compared to 
the ready acceptance of Mother's Day. Recognizing this , mrmy 
(1) "Greeting Cards" article from 11 Stores 11 , N •. R.D.G.A. Bulletin, 
October, 1947. 
publishers have urged t he i r ret ail dea ler s to display a t lea.s t 
some Fa,ther' s Day cards a long wi th Mother 1 s Day. The i dea is 
that while many 'remember momma' some at least wi ll be remi nded 
of poppa. Thi s year (1950) Rust Craft has taken steps in this 
direction. In the April 29th issue of the 11 Saturday Evening 
Pos t " they have inserted a full color advert i sement featuring 
Mother's Day cards and recommending tha t the customer buy 
mother's and father's cardsat the s ame time. (1) 
Several greeting card holidays may be called 
"artificial" in that they were created by conscious concerted 
effort. Mother's Day and Father's Day are excellent examples 
of artificial holidays. These artificial holidays or spec ial 
days have become an American institution. Recognizing this~ 
the Department of Commerce has recently issued a booklet 
entitled 11 Special Days, Weeks, and Months in 1950" (2) The 
list ing in this booklet reveals that there is scarcely a day 
in the year that is not designated a "special" day or par t of 
a special week or montr.. Many of t he days are rel igious s.nd 
patriotic , but most of the rest are obviously des igned for 
commercial purposes. One such day is Children's Day , a day 
long observed in many Protestant churches on the second Sunday 
in June. The day is sponsored by the "International Counc il 
of Rel igious Education to enphasize the joy of God 1 s beaut i ful 
(1) Form Let t er sent out to all dealers by Rust Craf t and dated 
April 17, 1950 (2) Davis T. J. "Special Days, Weeks, and Months in 19 501o, 
Govt .Pr i nt ing Off i ce , Washington, D. C., 1949. 
wo rld , and the import ance of the child". (1) In sp ite of thi s 
long established custom another Children's Day has recently 
come into being. This day falls, for 1950 at least, on Octo'ber 
15th. The sponsor is ~he Children's Day National Council ". The 
purpose is to: 
1. An occasion of churches and civic and 
community gatherings to call attention to 
the basic educational, health, recreational , 
and welfare needs of the children, and to 
discuss better ways of meeting these needs .. 
2. An occasion, second only to Christmas~ 
to give childr·en toys and games and spor t 
equipment, wearing apparel, and other useful 
gifts. (2) · 
The final judgement on special days, weeks, and 
months must be left to society, but this much can be sa id, a 
great deal of promotional effort goes into t hese days and they 
seem to be worthwhile in terms of increased sales . The greeting 
card publishers have not been idlE in using this device to 
promote greeting cards. For example, Hall Bros. , Inc. , sponsors 
Friendship Day (3) and The Gibson Art Co. sponsors National 
Smile Week. (4) As yet, neither of these events is of particu-
lar importance in terms of sales. 
(1) Davis, T. J. , "Special Days , Weeks, and .Months in 1950", 
Gov:t. Printing Office, Washington, D. 0., 1949, page 17. 
(2) ibed, page 17 (3) ibed, page 19 
( 4) ibed, page 27 
Chapter IV 
Some Soci~lggice.l Aspects Qf the Greeting Card 
The greeting c~:ud industry is closely bound up with 
the lives and emotiQns of a great part of modern society. It 
has achieved rapid growth in recent years and seems rea so nable 
t~ l@ ok for some of the reasons for that growth in terms of the 
psychological and sociological a spects of t he industry . Although 
psych@logy and sociology may seem fa.r removed from marketing, 
actually they are. ngt. The habits of people, t heir ways of 
living, are surely influenced to some degree by advertising 
and various forms and methods of distribution. It t herefore 
f~llows that advertising, distribution, and the products of 
industry are also influenced by the habits and mode of living 
of people. 
The greeting card is a social adjustment in t he 
sense that it provides a good many people with a means Qf 
expression that t hey otherwise would not have. A soc j_al ,?, dj ust~ 
ment, or invent ion, is an adapt at ion that man has made ·ho his 
phys i cal, social, or supernatural environment. As a soc ial 
adjustment it belongs t o the.t 11 set; 11 of adjustments th!lt make 
up the "institutiGln 11 of communication. Sociologically sp eaking
9 
"institutions are blocks of adjustments centering around some 
human interest • . . " (1) The greeting card is therefore related 
to the radio, television, printing and the rest of the means 
( 1) Orgburll_ and Nimkoff , 11 SociQlogy 11 , Houghton Miff lin 194o p 
page 905 
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of standardized mass communice,t ion, and as such it must share~ 
t o some degr ee, t he criticism and praise that is d i rec ted at 
t h ese other media. It is these newer adjustments in co mmunica-
tion the.t have added tG the effect iveneee of the lllder adjust-
ments such as language and writing. 
1. How the Greeting Card Functions As e. Social Adju r:. tment 
It has already been mentioned that there is a great 
group of people who are un2.ble to express t he i r t hought s or 
feelings toward others. Certain human emotions a.pparently ar e 
more difficult for written expression than others. Sympathy 
for a friend over the lose of a loved one is perhaps the mos·t; 
difficult tg express; a cheerful message tG a sick person , 
who will never be well aga in is another one. Added to the 
difficult occasions mentioned above are the many other less 
difficult ones t hat demand a certain degree of ability and 
mental discipline that many peQple simply dG> not possess. 
Ther e is in this country a foreign born element ~ who 
a lthough they may be able to read and write Engl i sh , f i nd i·c 
exceedingly difficult to express t hemselves. They are natural 
p atrons of the card shops. I t is a known fact t ha t in areas 
in which t he fore ign born predominate, greeting card s f-l le s 1.•rill 
be good, especially in t h e higher price lines. (1 ) In a. wa.y 
the greet i ng card ma.y a i d in t he oul tural e,ss imilat ion of t he 
f oreign boxn. "Assimi lation is the process wher eby indi v i duals 
or groups once dissimilar become similar; t hat is become 
(l) Int ervi ew with Fred Rust, Jr., July 5, 1949 
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identified in their interests and outlook." (1) Just how much 
a part the greeting card may play in the "Americanization" 
process is an open question, but it undoubtedly plays some part. 
Perhaps of greater influence in the use of the greet-
ing card as a social adjustment are some of the f acts of moder n 
living. Chief among these is our high rate of mobility. 
"Mobility refers to changes in 
position in space which bring about new 
contacts and stimulations. In this sense , 
mobility is an ecological term, describing 
factors and phenomena which can be measured 
from the standpoint of the individual 1s 
adjustment to his human or non-human 
environment." ( 2) 
High mobility has resulted in a certain amount of 
social disorgcmization; and the breakdown of primary group 
controls is perhaps the most important and unfortunate result 
of our h igh mobility. The primary group is a sociolog ical term 
used, 
"to describe certain groups, notably the 
family, play and neighborhood groups .... 
they are called primary because they are 
first both as to time and importance." 
Direct contact is not essential, " ••. the 
only essential thing ••. is a certain in-
timacy and fusion of personalities." (3) 
Although as a rule primary group relations are characterized 
by direct, f ace to face associa tion. (4) The primary group 
(1) Ogburn & Nimkoff, "Sociology", Houghton Mifflin, 194o, 
~a~e 3g3. · 
{2) Merrill & Elliott, "Social Disorganization" Harper 1941 :pa~e 300. ' ' ~ 
l3) Ogburn & Nimkoff, "Sociology", Houghton Mifflir,, 1940~ ~ages 256-257. {4) ibed, pages 256-257 
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controls are important because, "our standards ~f right and wrong, 
Gur definitions of the situation, emanate from intimate group 
life. When persons move tGo rapidly from place to place, this 
vital contact is lost." (1) It is not teo much t say that 
greeting cards do reestablish te a degree, at least, some 
of the primary greup intimacies. This is particularly true 
of the family cards in both everyday and seasonal classifica-
tions. Greeting cards hardly give the intimacy of faoe to 
face contacts; hgwever, when members of former primary group 
exchange greetings regularly · on birthdays, anniversaries, etc. 
as well as at the various seasans of the year, then a certain 
intimacy is established. 
Another example ef the greeting card as a social 
adjustment may be seen in the process of keeping in contact 
with the great many acquaintances a person acquires in modern 
life. A clear distinction should be made between "acquaintances" 
and "friends". A person is indeed fortunate if he forms more 
than five or six close friendships during a lifetime. RelatiQns 
with acquaintances on the other hand are not at all close 
relationships, but are characterized by impersonal, casual 
contacts. 
Modern man has deemed it important to keep contact 
with this great host of acquaintances. It is impossible for him 
to do this by letter writing, or by face to face contact, the 
(1) Me:r;ill & Elliott, "Social Disorganization", Harper, 1941, 
page 300 
greeting card provides an expedient answer to the problem. The 
practice of keeping contact with acquaint ances is c o~non to all 
walks of life, from well educated professional people t o the 
po orest educated w~rking people. 
2. Is the Greeting Card a Good Adjustment? 
A. · The EvQlution of the Greeting Card 
To say a thing is good or bad implies some s tandar d 
of judgement. To sGme, greeting cards are entir ely acceptable 
and to others t hey are not; they are progress to some and 
retrogression to others. Therefore, when social adjus tments 
are judged t hey are inevitably appra.ised in terms of val ·u.e 
judgements. Instead of setting up a standard of value o~ a 
goal toward which development is "prG:»gress 11 , it seems wi se:r t o 
speak in terms of 11 evQlution" or change in a g iven directiQn . 
n ••• in the case of cultural evGlution •••• every new invention has 
a history; that is, it grows out of and is dependent upon 
certain previous inventi~ns. (social adjustments) EvQlution 
describes a series of rele.ted changes in a system of some 
kind. The reference is to an objective condit i on which i s 
not evaluated a s go od or bad." (1) The inventions or social 
adjustments tha.t the greeting card evolves dir ectly out Gf are 
two i n number. First there are the numer@us "complete let ter 
writers" t hc:,t have been i ssued f or centuries and ev en up t o 
t he present time. The second is the post ca rd, part icul arl y 
the post cards sold in the period 1S90 to about 1910. 
( 1) Orgburn & Nimkoff, "Soc..io1@gy 11 , Hought@n Mifflin ~ 194o, 
page 905. 
lo Letter Writers 
A phamphlet entitled "American Letter-Writers", 
169S/1943, by Harry B. Weiss, introduces the letter-write~ i n 
this manner: 
For hundreds of years, letter-writers have 
been published in a steady flow and have 
circulated am~ng those wanted to write 
eloquent, p~lite, and effective letters on 
all sorts of subjects, but who lacked the 
skill te express themselves adequately. 
Confronted by this situation, such perso.n 
could, and still can, turn to a letter-
writer or handbook containing mQdel 
letters suitable for all occasions. (1) 
The term "letter-writer" as used here does not include col-
lections of famous letters of famous persons nor does it include 
books on literary correspondence, social etiquette, or form 
letters for business and advertising. 
Perhaps the first of the letter writers to appear 
in English was the "Enimie of Idlenesse" in 156$ , which 
apparently was a translation of an earlier French letter-
writer. "The English Secetorie, wherin is contained ~ a 
perfect Method for the inditing all Manner of Epistles and 
f amiliar Letters" by Angel Day, London, 15S6 , was the f irs t 
English letter-writer to show independence of alien tradition 
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and customs. This letter-writer included a deta iled di scuss ion __ 
and model letter for "the unlearned, written to meet contempor-
ary needs." (2) 
( 1) Weiss, Harry B., "American Letter-Writers 169S-1943 ", New 
York Public Library, 1945, pe.ge 3 ( 2) ibed , page 5 
Letter-writers continued to be issued throughout the 
16th , 17th and 18th centuries. The 18th century sa.w t he intro-
duction of the most famous of all letter-writers ent i tled , 
"Letters written to and for particular friends , on the~ mo st 
important occa sions. Directing not only requisite s tyle and 
forms to be observed in writing f amiliar letters ; but how to 
think and act justly and prudently, in the common concerns of 
human life. Conta ining one hundred and seventy- three l etter s , 
none of which were ever before published". This let t er-writer 
wa s printed in London for C. Rivington , in St. Paul's Chur ch-
yard , 1741. The author of t h is was none other than Samuel 
Richardson, although he never, 11publickly avowed his author-
ship." (1) It appears that Richardson wrote so well that his 
letter-writ er served as a model for many other s. We i ss traces 
evidenc e of Richardson's models from 1736 to t he p resent timed 
In Colonial times American let t er-writ ers were mo s tly 
edi tions of the English ones, but about the middle of t he 18th 
centruy 11 The Am erican Instructor" made its appearance o The 
1748 and 1753 editions were "Printed by B. Franklin and D. 
Hall a t the New-Printing Office, in Market Street." We i ss 's 
"Preliminary Check List of American L,etter-Writers , 1698-
194311 (2) lists one letter-writer for the 17th century (1698) ~ 
more than 50 for the 18th, and more than 225 for the 19th century 
when during the last years of tha t century, from 1879 on, not a 
( 1 )Weiss, Harry B., "American Letter-Wri texs , _ 1698-1943 " , New 
York Public Library, 1945, page 8 
(2) ibed, page 26 
ye c.u· went by but one or mor e l ett er-wr iters ap:pe1.:·.red. The 
20 t h century hRs had i t s share of let t er - wr iters too, more 
t ~:1 ;:;,n 125 ha.ve a.-ppeared up to e.nd including 19 ~-3. 
The l a r ger number of letter-vrrit ers a:f.)pea.ring dur ing 
t h e 19t h centu r y w:=w be expla i n ed b y t h e inc rec>.s ed 2.mount of 
l iter a.cy, l a r ger populat i on, and great er populat i on mob i lity . 
Thi s last factor really lies a t t Le b2.s is of t he extraordinary 
g rowth in t he use of t h e letter-writ er during the middle ru1d 
latter par t of that century. The Civ i l Wa r and the open i ng 
of the West was r esponsible for much of the incr·eased ·qopul ur 
t :i.m1 rno bil i ty and undoubtedly inc r ea.e.ed t he amount of lette:r 
1vr ~.t:i.n ~·; , rmd of cours e letter wr iting· by pe rsons not s k illful 
in s elf express i on . The letter-writer we.s ext:tctly t htS snoiP..l 
adjustment t he situa t i on required. These letter-writers were 
a vail eble t o t hose of even modest incomes. Th er e wa s "Beadle's 
diille let te r-writer and p r <'3.ct ica l guide to co nrpos i tion " of 1~60 
and 11 D1ck 1 s common sense letter-wri ter", 1~63 for 50 cen tEl . In 
i's.ct no less t han nine 50 cent letter-writers are listed. f or· 
166.3. ( 1) 
2 . Post Cards 
The p ic ture post card is a somewh~,t d ifferent soc ial 
adjustment . There wa s a t t he turn of the century a great mania 
i'Ol' collecting and s ending post cards. "In t h e 1900 's , s en (~.-~nb 
<:::.nd s av ing p ·i.cture post ca rds we: s a prevel t:~.nt e,nd often d cf:l,clly 
(1) We iss, Harry E., "Ame1·ic an Le~ter-Writers, 1698-19 ~-3", New 
York Pub l i c Library , 1945, page 2b 
boring fad in a million middle class homes." (1) While the 
picture post ce.rd does not express the thoughts of a person 
the same way the complete letter-writers do or the greeting 
card, it does, or did, convey some kind of feeling. The space 
for the message is short (although some persons get an amazing 
amount of meterial into the space alloted for messages) and to 
a large degree the card itself spoke for the person who sent 
it. The poet card habit continued through the First World War 
and then died a natural death. (2) 
Two things stand out in terms of the post card era: 
first the message space was short; second the customs of the 
day attached some little importance to the poet card itself, so 
that even without a long message the poet card did mean some-
thing to the one to whom it was sent. Of course the post card 
is still with us, but not to the extent that it was at the turn 
of the century when it was not unusual for relatively small 
local merchants to import post cards from Germany and England. 
The views were both local and foreign. The local views of the 
day were not the few scattering views that surfice for a 
locality today, but numerous and seemingly inconsequential 
views such as "Cutting Ice on Weymouth Great Pond", "Catching 
Herring, East Weymouth", "Pumping Station, South Weymouth", 
"Great Hill from Quincy Point Bridge 11 , "Glimpse of Great Pond 
(1) Fortune, May 194S, 11 Maine Street Looking North From Court-
house Square" page 102 (2) ibed, page 106 
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and Driveway", 110ld Centre Factory Falls", 11 Serman 1 s Mill" and 
on and on. Yet millions loved them and looked for a 11pos t al 11 • (1) 
B. A Value Judgement of the Greeting Card 
Some set of va.lues does seem necessary in judging 
social adjustments since 11all social groups set up values which 
have the gree.test significance in life." ( 2) One of the chief 
developments of modern life has been an increasing amount of 
standardization. The standardization of parts, production 
technique, and lately, marketing and advertising practices 
are well known adjustments in modern life. Standardization of 
industrial techniques has been one of the prime factors in 
making available to more people more material wealth. There is 
another side to the story, however, that begins with the 
standardization of the products of industry and goes on to the 
standardization of society itself. One writer comments t husly: 
As if the nature.l similarity of the 
American people were not enough, 1big 
business' has set to work to accentuate 
it still further by scientific advertising ••• 
By accustoming people to a small number of 
well-known brands, they f acilitate t he mass 
production of an article at a low price. A 
typical advertisement is designed to appeal 
to the whole country, including Canada ~ for 
American advertising is more than national -
it is continental. Though an America~ always 
pictures himself as free and unbridled as a 
prairie pony, in reality he is the most docile 
of men and is molded as easily as clay by 
'national publicity•. (3) 
(1) Interview, Edward P. Hunt, Propr~etor, George H • . Hunt Co. 
{2) Ogburn & Nimkoff, "Sociology", Houghton Mifflin, 19 40~ 
page 909 
(3) Siegfried, Andre, "America Comes of Age", Harcourt Brac e ~ 
pages 167-lbS - as quoted in "America in Transition, Kinneman 
and Brown. 
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Those who deplore t hi s si tua tion cla im t hat mass 
co mmuni cation , mass entertainment, have produc ed the di seases 
of 11 spectatoritjstt and 11listenitis 11 • Persons aff ect ed with 
these so called diseases tend to watch and l i st en rather than 
participate, and it follows tha t t hey let their th i nking be 
done for them by the agencies of mass communication and 
enterta inment. The greeting card is part of this general 
scheme of standardization and as such it has some of t he f aul ts 
inherent in standardized products. In choosing greet ing cards 
from more or lees standardized assortments, consumers are 
a.llowi ng someone else to express t heir thoughts for t hem, 
moreover, the thoughts themselves are standardized. This 
happens to such an ex-tent that a popular person often receives 
the same card from people living in widely separated part s of 
the country. 
It can be seen that even in the relatively minor field 
of the greeting card, standardization of product and displ ay 
creates a kind of regimentat i on. Regimentation as used here 
does not i mply any conscious direction or control fro m some 
central authority; but it does mean to i mply that standardiz~­
t i on, in i t s broadest sense, has brought about a kind of 
st andardized thought and action for a very large group of 
people. 
What has just been sc.i d about the social effe ct s of 
of standard i zation may seem a little strong ; but enough evidence 
has been presented to make it appear the,t t here is a r eal danger 
i n standardi zat i on. There is, however, another s ide to the 
s tandar dizat i on question. It is simply thEd; more nater i al f:;oods 
are made avail able to moi'e peopl e ; t he econo;nte s of s tandardiza-
t i on have brought us a. grea,t increa.s e in t he quantity and variety 
of goods e.va ila.ble for comsumption. 
If people are "regimented" into t he consumption of 
standardized products by standardized marketing techniques, 
t hey still have before t hem, in t his country a.t least, f r eedom 
of choice or "f r eedom to pick and choose" as a recent advertis-
ing campaign has pointed out. (1) People can use t he great 
var i ety of t he standardi zed products of industry in an i nfinite 
variety of combinations and situa tions. No one of t hese s i tua-
t i ona or combinations will have t he exact same val ue or util ity 
to t he person or personsme.kinc use o±' t hem, even t hough ·bhey 
may be exactly the same, in other words, standardized. 
In other words, the persons living in widely sepa.rat;ed 
parts of t he country who sent t he s ame gre eting card to a mu.tua.l 
f ri end sent also a different thought with t hat card. 'fhe person 
receiving the cards probably did not experience the same f e eling 
toward ea.ch person since a different set oi' memories and experi-
ences would be associated with the different signatures. Yet 
mass produced sentiment is possible of misuse. People may 
exercise no care in select ing t he cards t hey send, t hus sending 
a grossly inappropriate card. An example of this kind is the 
(1) The "Democracy Works Her e!11 or the ''Freedom to Pi ck and Choose" 
advertising campe.i gn of the NRDGA and the National Stationers As s o 
The campaign was des igned to show t he consumer h e wa s st i.l l "boss" 
Repor t ed in "The Greeting .Card Retailer" of Feb ., 19L~9, ( pub. b y 
Gibson Art Co. and 11 '1'he Hudsonian" of March , 1949, hous e orgcm 
of t h e J. L. Hudson Co. of Detroit, Michigan.) 
instance in which a person receives at Christ mas t ime a, "Merry 
Christmas 11 card when a member of his family has just passed ::m. 
Christmas in t hi s circumstance would not be "merry" but because 
of its religious significance it could nevertheless be "happy ". 
4. Conclusion 
Perhaps the final judgement on the desirability of 
the greet ing card should be in terms of t he present-day 
situation. This was rather well put in an editorial in t h e 
"Christian Science Monitor"; the writer was comment ing on the 
failure of the 11 New York Sun". 
Where earlier journalists wrote for a 
generation with time on its hands, t he 
newspaper today competes for attention against 
radio and television on one side and magazines 
and 11:gocket" books on the other. 
In t hi s era, moreover, newspapers cater 
to a public in which apparently the great 
majority are content to read t he same stories, 
columnists, and comic strips, belong to the 
s a.me book clubs, drive the same cars, eat the 
same breakfast foods, listen to the same dance 
band singers as most of their fellows. 
To bring out new counterparts of the 
many "Suns" t hat have set in American journa.lism 
in recent years calls for at least two things : 
development of mechanic al processes within t he 
re ach of the small enter priser, and rise of a 
greater desire for distinction and diversity 
in pr inted fare. (1) 
Much t he s ame co mment appl i es to the use of greeting 
cards , until something else comes along , or until t here is a 
profound change in the tast e s and wants of our people, when the 
greeting card will continue to grow. 
(1) "Christian Science Monitor", January b, 1950, Editoi:i9.l 
entitled "The Sun Sets" 
Chapter V 
Channels of Distribution 
A channel of distribution may be defined as: 
...... the course of ownership taken in the 
transfer of title of a product as it moves 
from manufacturer or producer to final 
consumer usually the product moves physically 
along somewhat the same route as that follow~d 
by the title, but by no means always. The 
channel of distribution in such cases consists 
of all the middlemen or agenoies through whom 
title is passed on to the final buyer." (1) 
Our primary concern is with the "independent store" 
or the retailer who buys direct from the manufacturer. There 
are, however, other channels of distribution; t hey are i mportant 
if only because they are the independents• competition. 
1. Direct Selling To Retail Stores 
This form of distribution is perhaps the most 
carefully and skillfully developed. Publishers who sell 
direct to retail stores are made up largely of the older 
greeting card compani es. They tend to concentrate their 
distribution in the 11better 11 independent stores and department 
stores. "Better" stores in thi s sense are those that are 
financ ially responsible, and are generally picked for their 
des irability as outlets for greeting cards. 
The term "independent retailer" as used by the 
greeting card industry is somewhat confusing . As co~nonly 
defined, an independent store means: 
(1) "Marketing Handbook", The Ronald Press, 1948 , page 219 
19 0 • • 0 a non-integrated store which _ is 
separate from any other sto~e in both 
owner ship and operation. By not being 
integrated implies t hat _it performs mainly 
reta i ling functions , relying upon iilanuf act-
urers and wholesale~s t o perform the other 
functions necessary to t he marketing of 
goods.. Typ ically~ the owner of the s tore 
acts as the mg.nager ~> . •• Wh i le , str i ctly 
speaking, the independent · store i s in-
dependent in both ownership and operation 
in practice members of co-operat ive and 
voluntary chains as well as operators of 
groups of two and three stores and local 
branch systems are usually placed in this 
class ifiqat ion." ( 1) ( 2) 
The greeting card industry qualifies the above 
definition ; as far as it is concerned, t he term independen~ 
retailer applies only to those independent stores wh ich buy 
greeting cards direct from the publisher. In other _words ~ 
independent stores buying from jobbers are not considered 
independent retailers as far as the greeting card industr y is 
conce:rned. 
There are several distinguishing characteristics of 
a publisher selling direct to retailers. First of all~ brand 
name and brand consciousness are becoming increasingly impor'tant., 
In an effort to protect brand name and reputation , publishers 
u s ing this form of distribution have generally refused to sell 
to drug s t ores , variety chains~ and even the basement stor es of 
d.epe.rtment stores; because t hese types of retail outlets too 
often use price appeal as the basis of their patronageo If a 
( 1) Duncan, Delbert J. and Phillips , ChB~r lE.'S F. , "Retai i ing 
Pl'i.nc iples and Methods", Richard D. Irwin , Inc. , 194 7 9 page 13 ( 2) The definition may also include department stores in 
specified instances. 
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manufacturer is endeavoring to build a reputation for his product 
on the basis of quality, this form of merchandising hardly 
provides the right atmosphere for quality appeal. 
The second distinguishing character i stic is that 
most publishers selling direct to retailers offer the retailer 
some kind of stock control or unit control which ties in with 
the publisher's factory inventory. Stock control is a neces-
sary adjunct to the greeting card operation of most independent 
retai~ers. The reason is that the stores large enough to buy 
direct from publishers typically carry larger , deeper a.nd mo re 
varied assortments of special title cards than do any other 
retail outlets of greeting cards. 
The third characteristic, is that of larger and more 
complete assortment of cards than would be ordinarily found in 
other retail outlets. In fact this is one of the principal 
bases of consumer appeal that direct buying retailers and their 
publishers have over their competition. Nearly all these 
publishers carry not only a full assortment of everyday cards, 
but a complete assortment of seasonal cards a s well. 
Fourth, in order to establish and maintain a reputa-
tion for quality, and to provide means by which direot buying 
retailers can be reco gnised, these firms engage in a oerta,in 
amount of national advertising. Some of the other publishers 
also use national advertising, but not for the same purpose or 
on a,s large a scale a s publishers selling to independent retail-
ers, theirs being designed l argely to obtain outlets for t heir 
cards, and not customers for the cards. 
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Last of all the presence of large sal es or gan i zat i ons 
di sting~ishes as much as anythi ng else the operations of pub-
l i s her s selling direct to reta ilers. These organ i zations ar e 
essential to the whole setup, since it is through the sal esmen 
that all contact with the retail dealers depends. The effective-
ness of national advertising, stock control, and the whole pol i cy 
of selective distribution depends to a tremendous extent upon 
the effective functioning of eaoh publisher's sales organization. 
2. Direct Factory Representatives 
The direct factory representa tive is a functional 
wholesaler. A functional wholesaler is a: 
••• middleman who operates between 
producers, on the one hand, and re-
tailers, merchant wholesalers, or 
manufacturers on the other. They do 
not take title to the goods in which 
they deal. They buy and sell for the 
account of others. (1) 
As a functional wholesaler the direct f actory 
representative closely resembles the manufac t urers' · 
••• sell part if the output of their 
manufacturing clients, whom they represent 
on a continuous basis. They may or may 
not carry stocks of goods. In most cases, 
drop shipments are s ent directly from the 
factory to the purchaser •••• They are paid 
a commission for their services. (2) 
agent who: 
The direct factory representat i ve is exactly t he same as a 
manufacturer's agent, except for the name and t he character 
of t he goods in wh i ch he deals. It appe~~that t he manufactur-
ers' agent deals largely in consumer goods. A ca sual invesi i -
gation reveals t ha.t direct factory representatives are 
"Marketing Handbook", The Ronald Press, 194S, page 254 
ibea ·, page 255 
frequently used in the distribution of toys, children's games~ 
and giftwares. The same situation may well obtain in other 
similar lines of consumers' goods. 
When greeting cards are sold through direct factory 
representatives, it is usually through representatives sell i ng, 
in addition, one or more lines of non-co mpeting giftwares . 
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For example: Mr. Reginal P. Packard, a direct factory representa-
tive, with a permanent showroom at The Parker House Office 
Building, sells, in addit i on to the greeting cards of the 
Fravessi Lamont Oo., oopperware, bridge t able covers, stuffed 
toy animals, pine stationery notes, and Swiss postcards. Other 
direct factory- representatives selling greeting cards, also sell 
a similarly diversified line of giftwares. The reason for this 
diversification is that none of the card lines carried has a 
volume large enough by itself to sustain a direct f actory 
representative, let alone, a manufacturers 1 selling orge:mizat i on 
of t he kind used by publishers selling direct to retailers. 
These small lines of cards, small from the point of v iew of the 
number of designs, depth of selection, and season t hey include 9 
are sometimes called "studio" lines, to differentiate them from 
the "commercial" lines such as Ha.ll, Gibson, Rust Ors.ft, etc . 
The studio type of card appeals to a limited clientele~ 
and for that reason wide distribution is unnecessary, even un-
desirable. These cards sell best in gift shops, greeting card 
spec iality stores, and in gift and card shops located in 
expensive resort areas. (1) 
In the Boston area it is the custom of dir ect f actory 
representatives, selling giftwares and allied lines, to hold 
two gift shows or trade fairs a year; one in March and the other 
in September. The Gift Show serves to bring into Boston many 
buyers from large and small gift shops all over New England. 
Some shops, because they are small or too remote, are not 
called on as frequently by salesmen as are the larger shops. 
The Gift Show thus affords the owners of such shops an excellent 
opportunity to buy merchandise and generally keep informed 
about the giftwares market. 
The permanent show rooms of the direct factory 
representatives are located in downtown Boston at the Parker 
House, The Parker House Office Building, and the Paddock 
Building. These buildings, located on School Street and Tremont 
Street, are within easy walking distance of one another and 
help form a center for the Gift Shows, since representa tives 
without permanent showrooms can usually find space at e i t her the 
Parker House or Statl er Hotel • The Parker House and The Parker 
House Office Building, directly ajourning the hotel , originally 
held e. monopoly on the permanent showro oms at The Paddock 
Building, a short distance down Tremont Street and at the Hotel 
Statler located at Park Square some little walkiLg distance 
away. 
(1) Interview with Mrs. Power of Brownie Blockprints, March 
22' 194-9. 
The l ar ger direct f actory representative s ~ in add i tion 
to hav i ng permanent show rooms , ma,y also have sal esmen on th<!l 
road and offic e staf f s be s ides, as wel l as additional s how r ooms 
a t one of t he ho t els ment ioned above a t Gift Show times . The 
s mal ler di rec t f ac t ory men may trave l t he r oad themsel ves and 
leave a secret ?..r y i n t he showr oom to handl e the cl erical work 
as well as t he selling to buyers who may pr efe r to c all at the 
showroom. There is a t h i rd gr oUJ:> that ·naint ains no showr'oom" 
except at Gi ft Show time . 'I'hey t r avel constant ly and often 
develop very clo se r elations wi t h customers e s a result of i t~ 
Gr ee"c iL1§; c.'='.l'ds ~' . :ee only a 8JW':>.l l :9a.rt o:f t he ma.r ' et ing 
s itua.tion described n.bove. The great bul k of t he bus ine s s be i ng 
done i s i n giftwares, such a s gl a sswar e , china , leather goods, 
pic t ures , etc. 
3. The Syndicates or Limited Price Variet y Stores (1) 
All t he stores of t he F. W. Woolworth Oo. in the 
gr eat er Boston area s ell greet i ng car ds a s do most of t he s tores 
of the o ther var i ety chEdns. Di spl o,y for this type of out l et 
depends on ind i v i dual store conditions , bu t t hel' e is usual l y an 
att empt to loc ate t he departrnent in a simil a r locat i on in eaoh 
sto r e. Thi s is usua lly agai ns t one of the walls near the 
pr inc iple ent rances, a l most never is aisle counter spac e given 
t o everyday gre et ing car ds. 
(1 ) Material fo r t h is s ec tion was ga ined fro m i nter v i ews with 
Mr . Hodgekin of the Di s t r ic t Offi ce of t he Fo W. Woolworth Co.:> 
interv i ewed March 30, 1949, and Mi ss Al ic e J. Mit chell~ sales 
cl er k, S. S. Kresge Store , 477 Washington St r eet, Boston~ 
int erviewed April 5, 1949 . 
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One of the strongest characteristics of variety s t ore 
op eration is that such stores do not genera.lly spend much time 
selling to each customer, being largely on a self service basis s 
The greeting card department fits int o t his scheme of t h ings 
very well indeed, sinc e a good display , or even a mode s t one 
i n an are~ such as this is all tha t is necessary. 
Stock is controlled for reorder purposes through 
weekly inventories of the greeting cards, and even more frequent 
inventories in the larger volume units of the chain. The 
inventories a re then compared with model stock lists provided 
by the headquarters management. Orders for c~uds are made up 
from t he comparison of model stock lists with the periodic 
inventories, and then sent directly to Woolworth suppliers. 
Larger stores are required to carry all the cards on the l ist; 
smaller volume stores need carry only a part of the cards on the 
model stock lists. 
Some stores of the variety store type seem to carr y 
better and more complete stocks than others. This arises 
partly from looational faotors and perbapsto some extent from 
ma.nagerial differences. The most complete stooks are to be 
found generally in downtown shopping areas, although re.ther 
good selections may be found also in secondary shopping districts. 
In these larger stores, it is possible to have a large every-
day display throughout the yeari' seasonal cards can be sold from 
counters normally devoted to other merchandis[. Only during the 
last days of a season need any space be sacrificed in the 
everyday display. 
As might be expected in such stores , t he f ive-cent 
p r i ce l ine predominat es in t he everyday car d, with some two-for~ 
five cent and a few t en-cent ca rds t o fill out t he l ine . 
Ho wever, more and more ten cent cards are appearing on t he model 
stock lists. This may mean that t he marg in on f i ve cent cards 
i s not great enough or it may mean publishers c~n no longer 
profi t ably make five cent cards , or it may reflect current (1949 ) 
pr i ces. 
Everyday cards are ordered by design, price l ine ~ and 
publish er, whereas seasonal c ards are ordered by p r i ce l i ne and 
cla s sif i cat ion only. Ind i vidua l var i ety che>.in sotres do no t 
select t he designs on seaso nal ca r ds but merely send t he i r 
r equi1·ement s to headquar ters. The buyers a t headquart ers then 
select des igns and buy i n quant i ties large enough for all the 
s t or es i n t he cha i n. Reorders are seldom made by individual 
stores on seasonal cards, since they are apparent ly cons idered 
ev i dence of poor i n i tial ordering , and the managers of t he 
local stores naturally do not wish to show up in a bad l ight o 
Thus i nit i al orders are supposed to be enough for the whole 
season. 
All of the seasonal cards except Jewish New Year, 
and April Fool 1 s Day cards, Halloween, and St. Patrick 's Day 
cards are not l i kely to be sold in variety chain stores. These 
seasons have only a limited app eal. However, if ever t hey do 
be come mo r e popular t h e var i ety stor es will undoubtedly handl e 
them. Some of t h e l arger stores may already he.ve some of t hese 
seasor.al cards. 
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4. Direct Selling Agents Or Door to Door Seller s 
Direct selling agents or door to door salesmen may 
be used ty e ither manufacturem or w·holesalers of greet i ng car·ds. 
In no event are the direct selling agents considered employe es 
of the manufacturer or wholesaler. The agent be ing suppl i ed with 
. merchandise on a cash and carry basis, they do not even b eoo ne 
accounts receivable. Agents are recruited through direct mail 
advertising or through small newspe.per or magazine advertise-
mente which may read as follows: 
Sell CHRISTMAS CARDS with name, 50 and 25 
for $1.00. Box ass'ts, gift wraps, 
personalized stationery. Up to 100% 
profit. Samples on approval. FEDERAL AR'I, 
116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass. (1) 
Samples are then sent on approval to respondents, 
after first checking to see that the respondent does not have a 
bad record in terms of non payment or non return of merchandise 
sent on approval. Subsequent orders sent in by respondents or 
direct sellers, must be accompanied by payment for the cards 
ordered. This is especially important when imprinted or 
personalized cards are involved; and of course such a requ i re-
ment reli eves the publisher of any responsibility for customer 
collections. 
The cards sold by door to door agents are of a general 
nature; t ha.t goes for both everyday and seasonal cards. Few 
epecial titles a re carried; many times none is carried. The 
select i ons that are offered to t he agents a re r el at i vely smal l -
(1) Federal Art copy for the 194S season. 
perhaps only one or t wo hundred designs in the everyday cate-
gory. As for seasonal cards, Christmas is the largest with 
Easter next. No Valent ine, Mother's Day or Father's Day cards 
ar e sold through agents. The ~xplanation for t hi s seems t o be 
tha t these are spec ial title days , and publishers sell ing through 
agents do not have spec i al title cards because of the limited 
appeal for such cards. 
Direct Selling agents are usually middle-class house-
wives , who are not necessarily well educated and who generally 
sell the cards to their friends and acquaintances. They ordin-
a,rily do not go beyond their circle of friends in selling 
greeting cards. (1) In recent years, however, churchas e ~ 
lodges~ and other similar organizations have sold greeting 
cards as a means of rais i ng money for the ir treasuries. Such 
organ i zations are not usually solicited directly by publishers, 
but rather, through the members of such organizations who may 
have seen the advertisements of the publishers. Such member s 
may persuade their organizations to sell greeting cards as a 
fund-raising proposition. In some cases, churches and lodges 
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have been so active in selling greeting cards that long established 
agents have complained; and a few are reported to be no longer 
willing to sell Christmas cards because the church or lodge ha s 
been eo active in soliciting business. 
Direct selling agents are given suggested retail 
prices, which may or may not be adhered to; at any rate, the 
(1) Interview with Mr. Chilton, Chilton Publishing Co. March 28 , 
1949 
cards do not have a minimum fair traded price. On t he other 
hand, Wallace Brown, Inc., one of the largest greet in~ card 
publishers using direct selling agents , requires agents to sell 
its assortments at the published price. The reason behind th i s 
may be the Brown progr am of nat i onal advertising . Thes e cards 
a re advertised in "Good Housekeeping", "Ladies Home Journal", 
"McCall's Mage,z ine 11 , "Woman 1 s Home Companion", and i n many other 
large magazines. 
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The cards sold by direct selling agents are customarily 
less expensive t han those found in the stores of direct buying 
retailers, and they are even less expensive t han the cards sold 
in the stores of' the variety chains. .For example, Wallace Brown, 
Inc. ~ offers an "All Occasion" sixteen card assortment for $1.00 ; 
t here are Baby Birth and Sympathy assortments of fourteen car ds, 
each for $1.00. A similar value in a store b-uying direct from 
the publisher would amount to about $1.60 for the "All Occa sion" 
box and about $1.4o for the other two assortments; in the case 
of the variety store, it would be at least 25 cents less ; and 
if all 5 cent cards were used. it · would be lower than the Brown. 
cards. 
The cards sold by these publishers are usually not 
branded because some of t hem sell to wholesalers and some will 
themselves buy from other publishers in order to make up their 
assortments. The boxes conta ining t he assortments are not 
branded for t h e same reason. The box itself is qu i te i mportant 
since no cards are sold individually, but always in an assort-
ment. The reason being tha t under this method of distribution 
it is far easier for door to door agents to handle an assortment 
than a display of individual cards or a catalogue, furthermore 
the margin is much greater on an assortment than it is on a few 
individual cards that might be sold to a customer. 
A. The Legal Aspects of Direct Selling (l) 
The legal aspects of direct selling are interest ing. 
The law in Massachusetts is as follows: 
SECTION 13-A 11hawker" or 11pedler" is defined 
as ••• a person, either principal or agent, 
who goes from town to town or from place to 
place in the same town selling or bartering~ 
or carrying for sal e or barter? or exposing 
therefor, any goods, wares or merchandise, 
either on or from any animal or vehicle. 
SECTION 14-A A hawker or pedler who sells 
or barters or carries for s ale or barter or 
exposes therefor any goods, wares, or 
merchandise, except as permitted by this 
chapter, shall forfeit not more than two 
hundred dollars, to be equally divided 
between the commonwealth and the town in 
which the offence wa s committed. (2) 
Section 22 provides that license fees a re to be col-
lected by the Commonwealth and credited to t he towns, c i ties, 
and counties for which they are granted, and the Commonwealth 
retains $1.00 from each fee collected. The rrunicipal fe es are 
graduated according to the population of the particular town in 
which the pedlar is to operate. The highest munio j.p e.l fee is 
$26.00. County licenses are for manufacturers and their agents 
(1) Material for this section was gathered from an interv i ew with 
Mr. McBride_, Directo r of Standards~ Dept. of Labor and Industries 
and Mr. Hugnes , Inspector of the DJ.vision of Standards . 
(2) Chapter 101, General Laws , with Amenfuaents Effective , Sept. 
1 , 1936 
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and their fees vary from county to county . A s~atew ide l i cens e 
may be had for $50.00, whi ch permits t he hawker to opere.te in 
any c ity or town of t h e Co mmonwealth , sub ject to local regulat i on, 
which must not be inconsistent with t he statut e. 
There is no doubt thr. t as the la,w is written, per sons 
selling greeting ca rds from door to door - including persons 
selling for lodges, church es, etc. - come under it s regulation~ 
and failure to obt a in a proper license makes them liable to a 
fine of not more than $200. However ~ according to Section 15, 
the law specifically does not apply t o: 
••• wholesalers or jobbers selling to 
dealers only, not to COiiDnerc ial agents 
or other persons selling by sample, lists, 
catalogues or otherwise for future delivery •• a (1) 
The Attorney General has ruled that "future delivery" 
'shall mean delivery after a twenty-four hour period 1 but th i s is 
an arbitrary ruling and may not be sustained by the courts. The 
important thing to bare in mind is, "Does the person sell i ng 
from sa.nrp les, lists, catalogues, etc., have a stock of goods, 
wares~ or merchandise for s ale with him at the time of the 
sol i citation?" If so, then he is a pedler or hawker within 
the meaning of the sta tute. 
The original reason for t he sta tute governing the 
activities of hawkers and pedlars was an endeavor to control a 
public nuisance. It may now be viewed a s a dev i ce for protect-
ing est ablished ret a ilers from co mpetit i on from outs ide the i r 
(1) Chapter 101, General Laws , Ma ssachuset t s, with Amendments 
Effect i ve September 1 , 1936 
towns or fro m a.ny p erson t hat t akes it into hie head to s tart 
door to door peddling. A careful reading of t he above p however ~ 
will reveal a glaring loophole in t he law. The loophole i s t hat 
a person may avoid being classified as a hawker or a pedler 
simply by t aking orders for future delivery. Thus, persons 
sell ing greeting cards for future delivery cannot be cl assified 
as pedlere, ncr be required to have a license. 
5. Selling Through Jobbers (l) 
A wholesale merchant, or as t hey are usual l y cal led, 
wholesalers or jobt ers, t ake full tit le of the goods t hey 
handle and t herefore assume more r :i sk t han t he f unctional 
wholesaler, or agent, such a s the direct factory repr esent at i veo 
When the term wholesaler or jobber i s used here , it refers to 
the service, or full function, wholesaler. The service whole-
s aler -
••• buys and sells merchandise on his own 
account, carries stocks, sends out sales-
men , extends credit, assembles hie goods 
fro m many sources in large quantities, 
sells in smaller quantities , and renders 
valuable counsel and advice to hi e 
customers. ( 2) 
Most greeting card jobber·s resemble regular who le-
s a lers in that they 1:1.re small in comparison with manufacturers ~ 
part i oular i ly those selling direct to retailers, and their 
customers likewise are usually small purchasers and e.r e more 
(l) Material for this section was obtained from interviews with 
Mr. Hymen Hurwitz of the United Art Co. on March 25, 1949 , and 
Mr • . Freeman of t he Freeman Art Co. on May 4 1949. Mr. Hurwitz 
is the same person who wrote the Bachelors thesis cited on page 
(2) "Handbook of Marketing", The Ronald Press, l94El, page 24?. 
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numerous. Larger retailers take advantage of the opportuni ties 
offered by publishers sell i ng direct , if t hey can que,lify under 
the s elective distr ibut i on policies practiced by these publishers . 
To combat t hi s tendency toward buying direct, a group 
·' 
of wholesalers, "The Greeting Card Distributors of America, Ino. 11 , 
have establ i shed a branded line of greet i ng ce.rds of their own. 
This they call "Charm Craft" and i t comprises about three 
hundred fifty des igns of everyday cards. It is planned t o add 
more~ but at present there are no seasonal cards in the line. 
When the Charm Craft l i ne i s fully developed , i t can 
be expected t hat t he jobbers wi ll push thi s l ine in prefe rence 
to others. The jobbers in the Charm Craft organization , own no 
printing or designing facilities, however, they do control both 
the designs and sentiments used in the cards. One jobber 
interviewed believed so completely in the Charm Craft that he 
refused to answer any detailed questions in regard to it . It 
was his contention the. t Charm Craft was a source of wo rry to the 
publ i shers sell ing direct to retailers, and for that reason no 
further info r mation should be g iven out. At this point ~ it is 
well to recall ·~hat the position of the publishers sell ing d i rect 
to retsd lers is built upon much more than b r and name. I t includes 
cont i nuous promotion of novelty greeting cards, a large sales 
organization, and fully developed s t ock control, none of which 
the jobbers have shown any s igns of developing . 
Some paper merchru1ts (jobbers spec ializing in wrapping 
paper~ twine, etc.) h &.ve t aken on lines of Chr i stmas cards. 
They have done t h is to get an entree for their salesmen i n 
stores during October, November, and at Christma s time. The 
cards they sell are l ar gely for mal cards su i table for sale as 
personal cards, and most are sold to the consumer from a sampl e 
book. The actual work of personalizing or i mprint ing the cards 
may be handled by the store or perhaps by the jobber. 
Most greeting card jobbers must depend on everyday 
bus i ness to maintain the i r volu:·ne, because direct selling agents, 
Chr i stme. s t ime jobb ers, and others have made such inroads into 
the Christmas business. They have a saying that goes, "seasonal 
lines (especially Christma s) are the frosting and the cake, and 
everyday line the bread and the butter." 
6. Consignment Selling to Retail Stores 
Selling on consignment , as practiced in the greeting 
card industry , consists of making shipments to retail dealers 
under an arrangement whereby title remains with the manufacturer 
or jobber until the cards are sold to the consumer. The retailer 
pays only for what he sells. In effect, he acts as agent of the 
jobber or manufacturer. (1) Strictly speaking then ~ cons ignment 
selling is not a "channel of distribution" , but a method of sale. 
Although no figures are available on the volume of 
consignment selling , many executives of the greeting card indus-
try give one to understand that consigrunent selling has declined 
considerably. There are two reasons given for t hi s decline: 
(1) Definition of consignment selling adapted for definition in 
the 11 Handbook of Marketing", Ronald Press, 194ES, page 207 
f i rst, t he low markup obta ined by the reta i l er ; second ~ the fac t 
that car ds t he-t do not sell i n one s t ore mus t be trt=msferred t o 
other stores. Shifting merchandise fro m one sto r e t o another 
may result in all consignment stores having poor merchand ise, 
especially in slow times , the s ame t h i ng may result i f the 
merchandise is poor to begin with. 
In spite of inherent disadvant ages some jobber s and 
manufacturers have been able to sell greeting cards on consign-
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ment very successfully. One jobb er i n northern Cal ifor n i a cffer s 
t h e dr uggists of that area the cards of eight publish er s. (1 ) 
The dealer pays $60. to $150. for a display rack and r ec e ives his 
cards on consignment, paying only for what he sells. Before 
pu~ting any cards into a store, the jobber makes a survey of the 
store's greeting card potential , taking into cons i deration the 
neighborhood, amount of traffic, kind of traffic , type of clientele ~ 
and the size of the operation. From t h is information, the s ales-
man recommends t he type of cabinet tha t will do the best job . 
Now ~ as contrasted with t he usual setup of e. He.llmark~ or Rus t 
Craft , t his jobber does not usually have self serv i ce as a 
feat ure of his displays. Instead , s amples of t he cards are 
mounted on heavy cardtoard a.nd d i splayed in pockets i n the t op 
of t he cabinet » t he reserve stock , from wh i ch sales are made ~ 
is kept i n dre.wers in t he cabin et . The reserve stock i s checked 
twic e a mont h or once in s i x we ek s ~ whatever t he sa l es performance 
( 1) 11 No Investment Stock Pla.n Builds Lucrative Gre et i ng Cs.rd 
Sales", from "Sales Management" , Aug"Us t 15 , 19 l.J.S . 
warrants, when t h e s P.l esr:l E\11 notes what is s el lL g 8.nd replenish es 
the stock accordingly. In t hat way, t hi s j obber off ers t he re-
tailer t h e best of his e ight lines. 
The American Greeting Card Co. offers a s imil P.r ser v ice 
on a nationwide basis, although it s ells only t he cards it makes 
and none of other publishers. Bo th American ?nd "th e Californi a 
jobber appear to offer small stores a valuable service. The 
bulle of their ct1. st omers e.re drug stores wh i ch t Y'(.> i cally do not 
devote a great deal of space to g reeting cards. The reason why 
more space is not given over· to cards ::. s thf!. t a larger amount of 
markup can be obtained on other drug store i tems, such as 
cosmetics. Another reason m&y well be competition from retai lers 
who buy their cards direct from publishers. Such retC~, ilers have 
full displays and assortments, i n contrast to t he limit ed 
displays and assortments offered by jobbers and manufacturers 
selling on consignment. 
7. · Direct Mail Selling 
This type of selling consists of sol iciting the 
consumer through t he ma i ls by the use of a form let ter' . Soue-
t ime s greeting ca.rde:J we:1:e E:1ent on ap orove.l, with t he req1.1.est t hat 
t h ey be returned if the recipient did not want them , otherwise 
he was expected to send in payment for the cards. 
Although no f igures are avail~ble, it appears that ~n 
recent years direct mail selling of greeting cards has given 
way to sales t hrough direct selling agents. The only s ·c~p j,-;Ort 
for th i s statement are the gener al sta tements of some of the 
greeting card industry executives that were interviewed. 
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There is some evidence of at least one campaign aga i nst 
direct mail selling . It took place some years ago in Cal i forn ia . 
It was a local campaign sponsored j ointly by local retailers 
and the publishers from whom t b Gy purchased greeting cardso Ap-
parently direct mail advertising offered s erious competition a.t 
the time this campaign took place , at any rate , it i s reported 
to have been quite successful. (1) 
Small greeting card publishers and distributors , 
who cannot susta in selling organizations, still reso r t to direct 
mail solicitation in urging their wares on retail stores. Often 
they send samples of their cards, and a t Christmas t ime they 
may send books cont a ining cards suitable for imprinting. Offer s 
of goode to ret a ilers in samples of t his mar ner place the stores 
under no obligation whatever to accept the goods or even return 
them. In fact, the beet way to discourage this practice is to 
keep the goods and do nothing at all with them. 
S. Indications of t he Relative Importance of 
Various Channels of Di stribution 
The table on the next page gives an indication of t he 
importance of the ve.rious channels of distribut i on of greeting 
cards of the years 1941-1944. Under "Method of Distr i bution" 
chai ns and jobbers are combined. It was amply demonstrated 
that t h ese t wo methods are really quite distinct . Direct 
f actory representatives ar e left out entirely, ur,tless they are 
included under jobbers. If this i s ture, then it is a mistake, 
(l) Hurwitz, Hymen, "The Merchandising of Greeting Ca.rds" :> 
Bachelor's Thesis, June ll, 1930. 
Table I II 
ESTIMATED TOTAL INDUSTRY SAlES AT WHOLESALE 
For the years 1941-1944, inclusive 
Yearly Totals and Sub-Totals by Method of Distribution Groups 
WETHOD OF Nuaber of F.at i •ated Percent of Naaber of Eati•ated Percent of Perc ent of Nu•ber of Eati•ated Percent of 
DISTRIBUTION Coacerna I S.lu Tot~ I Concern a I Sa lea Increaae Total Conceraa S S.lea lncreaae 
1941 1942 1943 
Thro u.sh lndepe ndeat 
Retailera 35 20 , 489 , 294 43 . 0 34 25 , 03 5 ,5 96 20 . 0 46. 0 33 31 , 353 • . 161 25 . 0 
Throu«h Cha ina and 
Jobber. 36 19 , 567 , 920 41.0 37 22 , 0U , b64 11.0 40 . 0 36 2 6, 163, 8 i l 1 p . ~ 
Direct Scllera 28 7 . 858,876 16 .0 28 7 , 440,425 - 5 . 2 14 . 0 28 7 . 689 . 039 3. 2 
All Concern• 99 47 , 913 , 090 100 . 0 99 54, 490, 6HS 13 . 8 100.0 97 65 , 2tJ6, .(71 19. 7 
Source : Data collected by Marketing & Research Service 
_ Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., September 27 , 1945 
Th1s table was copied from an undated pamphlet circulated 
by The Gibson Art Company of Cincinnati, Ohio 
Percent of Nu.ber of Eati-ted 
Total Concern a S Salu 
1944 
48 . 0 33 33, 936 , 444 
41.0 36 28 , 30 3, 206 
11.0 28 8 . 24a. 064 
100 . 0 97 70 , 487,714 
Percent of 
Increase 
8 . 3 
7 . 6 
7. 3 
8 . I 
Per c eat of 
Total 
49 . 0 
40 . 0 
11 . 0 
100 . 0 
0\ 
"' 
s ince t h e d i stinc t difference between t he t wo is that t1e direct 
fac to r y represent a t i ve is a func tional wholese.ler rather than a 
merchant wholesaler or job ber. However , t hi s wou l d not affect 
the f igures a. great deal b ecaus e i n all prob c<.bil i ty, d i r ec t 
f ac t ory r epresentat i ves do not sell a very gr eat proQort i on of 
t he to tal gr eet~ng cards sold. 
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As for t he f igures themselves , t hey reveal t lla·t s el l :!.ng 
through "indep endent r et s.i l crs 11 ~ wh i ch in t hi s case pr obabl y i1;.-
eludes department sto r es, has incr eased perc en·ca.ge wise to the 
to tal f or t he yea r and i n abso l ut e t er ms in ~ 2ch success ive 
year . Chains and jobbers have a lso increa sed in sa les each 
year, but not in proportion to t h e t ot al bus iness do ne . 
Direct s ellers of d i rect s ell ing ag ent s los t ground 
in 1942. They gained some b e>. ck in 1943 and more than regained 
their 1942 position in 1944. It would be very inter est i ng to 
know wha t the present figures a re , because one gets t he impres-
s i on t hat t his is the f astest growi ng method of d i s tr ibut ing 
gre e t ing c a1·de. 
Th e percentage of yea.r1y i ncree.se for ec:t oh method 
of d i stribution is interesting. The greatest increa s es occured 
i n 1943 , except for direct sellers. Thereafter t he inc i'e FI.se 
wa s at a decreasing rate. Th i s may indica te t hat t he saturat ion 
point wa s being appr oa.ohed. Aga.in the quest ion me..y be re.i sed a s 
to whether or not t h e d i rec t s eller s had not mor e room fo r ex-
pans i on than t he others. 
The s a l es for 1949 ar e r eport ed to be about 
$200,000 , 000 . at r et a il or about $125 , 000 , 000. a t wholes ale . 
These figures are only approximate because of the s ame rea sons 
outlined above. (l) About one half fhe sa l es were through 
"independent" retailers, about one third through chains and 
jobbers, and the rest through direct sellers. This t ends to 
bear out t he statement by an executive of a firm s ell ing direct 
to retail outlets tha t, "The chain stores have lost out in 
recent years." 
It would of course be much better to have the actual 
figures before us, but even those who co~ile them cannot vouch 
for their accuracy and have therefore a sked that the stati s tics 
not be released. 
(l) Telephone conversation with J. J. Stuck, Deal er 's Servi ce 
Manager, Rust Craft, May 5, 1950. 
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Chauter VI 
Stock Control of Ever yday Cards 
Th e s tock control of everyday greeting c ;::;.rcls is e. 
unit control system 9 t hat i s, it is a control in terms of ·llni ts 
of merchandise rather than in the doll Lr value of merchandise .. 
1. Descr i ption of Stock Control 
The secret of the success of a unit 
control is to "control" t he control. Some 
greeting card ma11ufacturers have prepared 
excellent retail control systems. Each 
pocket in t he display unit has a number . 
Each stock bin , from which t h e pocket is 
refilled, has a corresponding number. A 
reorder ticket ( having the se~e number ) is 
placed in each stock bin in ~ front of the 
minimum model stock. (see illustration next 
page) 
When the reorder t i cket is reached, 
i t is taken out of the bin and mailed t o the 
manufacturer who t hen ships the store a 
model stock quantity of the same card o r~ 
if i t has proved to be a slow sell er, sub-
stitut~a beet seller of t he s ame caption 
and pr1ce. The order ticket is returned 
to t he store with the cards and aga in 
placed in the bin in front of the mini mum 
model stock. 
Each reorder ticket is assigned to a 
specific manufacturer. To send the t icket 
to another manufacturer or buy cards 
"out-of-control" and put them in assigned 
pockets, destroys the purpose of the 
control. Empty pockets should neve r exis t 
if the control is correctly operated. (1) 
In conjunction wi t h t he reorder tickets there is 
also a stock cont rol book i n which t he tickets are r ecorded. 
Th i s list s each design by title~ price line, and reo rder ticket 
number. From t h i s book it i s poss ible for a publisher to 
(l ) A!.'"iicle "Greeting Cards" in "Stores" bulletin of the 
N. Re D. G. A., October , .1947 , pages are not numbered .. 
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Figure I 
Actual reorder or stock control ticket and ticket holder used by the 
Gibson Art Co The ticket .of course would not .be mailed to The Gibson 
Art Co., unless it was; assigned to that firm. 
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analize the control. The accuracy with which the book has been 
kept can be checked to a degree, fro m t he publisher's own records 
sent to the store in question. In fact, upon receiving a control 
for analysis this is the first thing he does, if the di screpancy 
between his records and the control book is too great, . t hen no 
furt her analysis will be made. The assumption being that the 
same condition would preva.il in tickets a,ssigned to other pub-
lishers. · Stock controls may be 100% controls ~or split controls. 
The 100% control is one in which all reorder tickets have been 
assigned to a single publisher; the split control is "split" 
among several publishers. . 
The object of the greeting card stock cont r ol i s the 
s e-me as t hr..t for any other unit. contra 1, namely , t he achievement 
of a proper balance between sales and inventory. A proper bal ance 
results in a minimum of inventory and maximum sales. The minimum 
inventory is determined by the minimum model stock for each 
design. Under a properly functioning control , it is estimated 
t hat a t any one time a sto r e will have i n stock 60% of i ts total 
capacity of everyday greeting c ards. (1) In other words, re-
order tickets are always in transit either to publishers or f r om 
publishers. 
The following is an example of how stock cont rol may 
help to increase sales and reduce inventory: 
(1) Interview with J. J. Stuck, Dealer's Service Manager, Rust 
Craft, February 1~, 1950 
Over a period of six months, a sales 
study was made by a manufacturer in a store 
doing a volume of ~00 a week. The buyer 
made purchases from any resource that seemed 
desirable, whenever the stock head reported 
a need. The result was that sales ran $300 
on a stock of $2,4oO. (retail). 
First the stock was reduced to $1,500. 
using the same spe.ce, sales remained the 
same. 
Second a stock control was installed, 
the stock was further reduced to $g4o, the 
reduction being based on the study. Space 
occupied by the display was reduced 15% 
and sales increased 12%. (l) 
Publishers make much of the fact that each control 
is tailored for each store. This is true in that certain basic 
decisions must be made before a control can be installed and 
the factors influencing these decisions vary in degree. The 
amount of spaoe to be occupied by display racks, the number of 
designs to be carried, the number of publishers, and the per~ 
centage of tickets assigned to each publisher, are some of the 
basic decisions to be made before a control can be installed. 
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Some of these decisions can be made on the basis of 
objective analysis auch as the amount of space occupied by -dis-
play racks and the number of designs and the quantity of each 
design to be carried. The first is decided on the basis of space 
competition from other types of merchandise that may or may not 
offer better profit prospects than greeting cards. The number 
of designs and the initial model stock in each design can be 
determined by the publisher installing the control on the basis 
(1) Article from "Stores", bulletin of the NRDGA, September, 1941 9 page g4. 
of his recorded past experience in similar installations. 
Another item to be decided is what designs will be mounted on 
heavy cardboard, and displayed in a manner similar to that 
described for drug stores in the last Chapter in the section on 
Consignment Selling. Because no matter how l arge an amount of 
spa.ce is available, some cards must be displayed on mounts, 
either because the sale of certain cards does not warrant full 
rack display or because space is not available. 
2. Stock Control Analysis 
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An analysis of the stock control is made from the 
information recorded in the stock control book. This analysis 
will reveal the percentages of sales in each classification, as 
compared with the percentage of styles in each classification, 
the number of styles in each classification and the average 
ticket value of each classification, and the average investment 
and stock turn of each classification. Two summaries of ana~ysis 
of the same control will be found in Appendix 0 • .. 
In a split control it is of course possible to make an 
analysis of sa.les by publishers. A comparative sales analysis 
of this kind would reveal the number of tickets assigned to 
each publisher, the total sales per publisher,. the percentage 
of tickets assigned in relation to the percentage of business 
placed. Other information the analysis would bring to light 
would be total sales, average ticket value, average inventory, 
average total stock turn, and average da ily sales. 
Much of the information revealed by the analysis 
cannot be obtained unless the control is "controlJed 11 in the 
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retail store. Olerks must go to some pa ins to properly record 
the sending and return of reorder tickets, -and to "pull" the 
tickets when the reorder points are reached. It would be perfect-
ly possible to operate a control without a control book; tickets 
would simply be sent to the publishers whenever the reorder 
points are reached. Stock control analysis under these cir-
cumstances would be more difficult and expensive. 
3. Servicing Reorder Tickets 
The process of filling orders called for by reorder 
tickets and returning the merchandise and tickets to the dealer 
is called "servicing". There are several different ways in which 
publishers service tickets; two of these methods will be described. 
Both involve the use of master charts which list the designs 
each publisher has assigned to him according to the publisher's 
own design number. Master charts are _made out for every publisher 
taking part in a split control, regardless of how few or how 
many tickets he may have in the control. This is because all 
publishers realize it is to their mutual benefit to have the 
control operate efficiently. 
Hallmark uses a master chart that contains not only 
their own design numbers but the reorder ticket numbers as well. 
Each desig~ Hallmark has in the control is checked off on the 
list and the control or reorder number is placed beside it. Thus 
there can be only one design assigned to a ticket. There are, 
however, several different cards representing a single basic 
design, each of these cards will have the same basic stock 
number but the last digit in the number will represent only one 
particular design. For example, the basic stock number may be 
392 for a 10 cent general birthday card, individual designs in 
that classification might be numbered 392-1, 392-2, etc. As 
tickets are serviced orders are filled according to the design 
number on the ticket, provided that particular design is selling 
well. .If not, the number is circled on the master chart, indicat-
ing it is not to be sent to that dealer again, and another design, 
in the same basic classification, is returned to the dealer. The 
determination of what to send the dealer is guided by a "master 
board control" which lists the best selling numbers. This 
listing is obtained by summarizing the orders that come in from 
Hallmark dealers all over the country. Thus dealers are assured 
of getting the best designs and of course this helps to keep the 
tickets turning over more rapidly. (1) 
Rust Craft uses the master charts only to make 
the initial setup of the dealers Rust designs on Rand file 
books. These are large visible index books which list dealers 
in code across the top of each page and the designs vertically 
down the left hand side of the page. The designs are listed 
on separate removable strips of cardboard that are held in 
place by a suitable mechanism. The first part of the strip, 
beginning on the left, contains the design number the rest of 
the strip contains boxes corresponding to the dealer code numbers 
(1) Interview with Mr. Dean Hall of Hallmark Boston office, 
February 9, 1949. 
listed across the top of the page. As tickets are serviced t he 
proper box designating design and dealer is checked in much the 
same manner a. s described in the Hall system above. Where 
Rust di ffers is the ma.nner in which best sell i ng designs ar e 
r a ted. Four t i mes a year the strips ar e r emoved and repl aced 
accord i ng to the l a test available sales data, and thus t he 
best selling designs in a basic group are placed a t the top of 
t hat group, for like Hall, Rust of course makes several d esigns 
within a single basic group. Designs t hat have consistently 
held top place in the group are further designated by a blue 
circle which indicates tha t they are proved sellers. (1) 
In order to satisfy the whims, and preferences of 
i ndividual dealers, both He.ll and Rust maintain instructio:p.s 
for the servicing of each dealer. Hall records t his informa-
tion on t he master sheet, while Rust mainta ins separ a t e lo os e-
leaf memo bo oks for the same t hing, a book for each l ar ge visible 
index book. Some dealers may prefer that t hey be sent no 
"liquor" cards or no 11off color" cards. These whims are met in 
so far as possible. However, unusual requests such as "send 
me all flower cards, nothing else" cannot be satisf i ed t hrough 
stock control, and such buyers are advised to "buy fro m t he 
line" which means to forget stock control and buy from sales-
men1 s s amples. (:! ) ( 2) 
(1) Interview with Mr. Dean Hall of Hallmark Boston office, 
february 9, 1949. 
{2) Interview with Mr. John Wolcot, Sales Promot i on Manager , 
Rust Craft, April 2S, 1949. 
In addition to the large Rand file books maintained at 
the factory, Rust also has smaller visible file books for use by 
salesmen. They are simila r to the ones at the f actory and per-
mit salesmen to service accounts on a very i ndividualistic 
basis. Moreover, the small bo oks are used l argely by sa lesmen 
on the West Coast because it saves time in sending tickets to 
Boston and back aga in. In doing this, salesmen are of course 
t aking on an additional burden of work, with no additional 
compensation, except the possibility of increasing the de aler's 
sales and thus his own commission. Since the return may not be 
immediate, the salesmen may neglect this additional work to the 
harm of all concerned. (1) Therefore Rust is careful to limit 
the use of the small Rand file books. 
Finally the importance of stock control to the pub-
lisher may be gauged somewhat by the fact that some 60% of Rust 
Craft's everyday business comes in on stock control reorder 
tickets. (2) Other publishers would also probably show l arge 
percentages of business from everyday stock control tickets. 
4. Racks and Fixtures 
Stock control requires adequate display and reserve 
stook space for the ca rds if it is to function properly. As 
was pointed out earlier, most of the major companies now offer 
for sale some kind of furniture to their dealers. Open display 
(1) Interview with Mr. John Wolcot, Sales Promotion Manager~ Rust 
Qr~ft, April 2g 1949. (2) Inte'rviaw with Mr. J. J. Stuck, Dealer's Service .Manager, Rust 
Craft, February lg, 1949. 
is very i mpo rt ant because everyday cards are i mpulse items, or 
at any rate, t hey are not planned consumer expenditures. Good 
lighting is another important f actor. Many custo mers wish to 
examine the cards carefully and read the sent iments. Th is 
customer habit is encouraged by good lighting. In many cases 
lighting fixtures may be part of t he r acks sold by the pub-
lisher. 
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Next to the racks themselves, the drawer space under 
the r e.cks is most important for the functioning of stock control. 
The drawers provide special compa rtments for reserve stock. Each 
co mpartment hE'~ s a stock number wh i ch corresponds to the ticket 
number and the rack space number where the card is displayed. 
The reserve stock and the reorder ticket are placed in these 
compartments, pctrt of the stock being placed in the minimum 
order section of the compartment. 
Although no manufacturer makes a profit on the sale of 
furniture, most will urge customers to buy if they ce.re to he.ve 
e.ny kind of effective stock control . It is i nter est ing to note 
the.t a.lthough each publisher ha.s his own fixture designs, most 
confirm to the same general specifications! For example, all 
racks are made in standard four-foot lengths, often times small 
two foot lengths are also provided. As a further aid to ef-
ficient stock cont rol rack capacity is about the sam~ and along 
with t h is t he greeting cards themselves have assumed standa rdized 
sizes. Some of this work, like the s i zes of the cards ~ is a 
result of formal cooperation on the part of t he major companie~ 
The remainder is a result of na tural development t hat has be-
come standard practice. (1) 
5. Operation Without Stock Control 
Stock control aids in determining the minimum inventory 
for the most profitable operation, and insuring var i ety in d i s-
play. It also helps the publisher determine what designs a re 
selling the best and helps him to transmit this experience to 
individua l retailers. If a dealer working by himself using h i s 
own system can obtain these ends, then he doesn't need stock 
control. 
Those who operate without stock control generally 
order at random what seems to be s elling well, display some of 
it, and keep the rest in the stock room. No provision is made 
for reorder pointe; no effort is made to determine what is sel-
ling best nationally. When some sellouts have accumul ated , t hey 
will call in a salesman and look at his samples and "buy from 
the line". This procedure usually results in much l ar ger in-
ventory investment than is necessary under stock control. It 
also means that unless the salesman can i nfluence the buyer, he 
is l i kely to buy only what appeals to him. Another var iat ion of 
l i ne buying is to use reorder tickets as reminder s of wh en t o 
reorder only, wi thout recording them in a control book or as-
signing them to any particular publisher. 
One might be tempted to say that a dealer is foolish 
to depend on such methode for buying hie everyday cards. ~1is 1 
(1) Interview with Sam Katz, Mgr. Green's Card Shops, April 1 ~ 1949 o 
is true, depending on the dealer, as several of tho se C:_dealers 
interviewed were line buyers. Their shops appeared to offer a s 
good a selection of cards a s any using stock cont;rol. Line buying 
in 'the hands of an expert (often an "old timer") is just as 
effective as stock control insofar as providing variety and 
balance of designs is concerned. Even in these fine~well 
managed stores, however, 'there is a question as to whether the 
other two objectives of stock control have been atta i ned, namely, 
min imum inven-tory and determination of the best selling designs. 
This question cannot be answered, since it would hardly 
be proper to a sk questions concerning inventory t urnover. Also, 
these people will maintain that the very reason they do not use 
stock control is because publishers cannot furnish t hem wi'th 'the 
cards tha t belong in their shops. They will maintain tha t it is 
foolish to assume that because a design sells well nationally, 
it will sell well in their shop. 
6. Criticism of Stock Control 
The reason why some shops do not use a stock control 
system has already been sta ted, namely, tha t the publish er cannot 
be r elied upon to send in designs tha t will sell well, s ince his 
decisions are based on national sales performance. One thing 
these managers seem to have forgotten, a good control is 
tailored to the needs of each individual storeo This is ac-
complished by careful initial planning and subsequent revision 
on the basis of stock control analysis. 
One of the worst cri-ticisms is that the buyer does not 
but~ the control does it for him. People who make such a state-
ment are actually against stock control anyway and would use 
tickets merely a s reminders to reorder. They question t he very 
basis of control when they i mply that t he publisher who installs 
a split control sets out to take the best and most active captions 
for himself anyway. They furth er state tha t small companies may 
be alloted captions t hey do not even make. The answer t o t h is 
charge i s simple; it seems only right that the publisher in-
st alling the control should receive so me comp ensation in t hat 
he have a substantial share of the t itles, both good and bad. 
Some publisher s have demanded that they be given a stated minimum 
share of the tickets in a control b efore they will install i t. 
Others , like Rust Craft, do not ask for any specific percentag e 
of a control . The latter stand is more sensible 1 because if a 
dealer were not satisfied with t he shar es each publisher had, he 
could alter t hem to sui t h is fancy simply by reassign i ng t he 
control tickets .. 
Those of "the buyer does not buy" school advo cat e a 
continuous rot at i on of tickets. Needless to say , t h is defeats 
the purpose of stock control entir ely since no analyses and 
subsequent readjustment of the control is possible . If a control 
i s properly des i gned i n t he first pl ace , r eass ignment of ticket s 
is not a good idea . A good control i s like a well t ailored 
suit - when it was originally bought, it fitted just about the 
way it should, l a ter perhaps it wa s necessary to let out the 
pants or perhaps t he coat needed adjustment. When one buys a 
good suit , one does not change the cut of the lapels on the 
co a t or put tucks in the pants where there were none before .. 
The san1e applies to greeting ca rd stock control. When original-
ly installed it was just about t he way it should be ; no radi cal 
adjustments are necessary, although l a ter, based upon analysis, 
adjustments can be intelligent l y made. (1) 
Last of all, it should be borne in mind t hat stock 
control is not a 11 s s.cred cow" that cannot be touched. On of 
its greatest faults is that instead of being tampered with it 
will be l eft strictly alone, for years! At least once a year, 
buyers should ask to see each publish erDs entire l ine of 
everyday ce.rds. New titl es may have appeared, t hat ~:u·e not 
in the control, or perhaps there are new designs t he dealer might 
like to have in his store. These t hings can be attended to with-
out upsetting t he control. Publisher's sa lesmen can advise the 
dea ler how to do t h is. Usually it amounts to adding something 
and dropp ing something else, just exactly whet the salesman is 
usually in the best position to advise. 
(l) Interv i ew with Sam Katz, Mgr. Green's Oard Shop, April 22, 1949. 
Chapter VII 
Seasonal Merchandising and Stock Control 
Seasonal card business is estimated to represent about 
one half of the total greeting ca,rd business done by the average 
retail store, buying dir ect from publishers. Figures cited in 
Chapter III reveal tha~ department stores do about 43% of their 
total card business in seasonal greeting cards. Seasonal greet-
ing card business, in common with many other types of seasonal 
business, requires very careful advance planning. Planning 
really begins for next year, at the end of this yea~s season. 
This is only logical because inventories must be taken of the 
current year's carryover in order to determine how many cards 
were sold. After sales have been found planned buying can begin. 
Aside from his buying records the small dealer who buys direct 
must also make plans for the advertising and promotion of each 
season. This involves store display arrangements for personal-
izing cards. 
1. Seasonal Stock Control 
It was not many years ago that dealers were buying 
their seasonal requirements without the use of any records 
whatever. The exceptions were the greeting card specialty 
shops, department stores, and stores doing a large volume in 
greeting cards. 
The basic record keeping procedure to be outlined here 
is taken from the Rust Craft Seasonal Control Book, because this 
was found to enjoy widest use among the retail er s interviewed. 
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The Rust Craft book is designed to cover a period of 
five years; each season has a separ ate section and each season 
is divided into clas s ifications such as "General", "Mother", 
"Father", etc. The classifications are further divided into 
sub classifications. The sub classifications under "Mother" 
would be "Mother, Humorous" or 11 Mom 11 , etc. These sub classifi-
cations are further designated by price lines. 
The illustration on the next page shows the classifi-
cations as described. The boxes are for recording in unite the 
ending inventory or 11left 11 for each subclassification. By 
adding the "left 1• of the previous season 1 e purchases or "buy" 
the "on sale" is determined. After the selling period is over 
and inventory taken, the 11 left 11 for the current year can be 
deducted from the "on sale" to determine the 11 eold 11 • This 
process can be carried out for each publisher in each sub classi-
fication and the results brought across to the "total". 
Next Year 1 e sales r:;,re planned on the basis of this 
year's sales. The instructions in the Rust Oraft book suggest 
that the dealer automatically add 20% to last year's sales to 
arrive at the planned on sale figure for the next year. The 20% 
figure may seem arbitrary, but actually it has been based upon 
Rust Craft experience over a number of years and with many dealers. 
The 20% is supposed to allow 10% planned carryover and 10% for 
increased business. This procedure is illustrated for successive 
years on page SS. 
Since nearly every greeting card holidy has now become 
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a "last minute" affair as far as the sale of greeting cards is 
concerned, it is most important that a good selection be maintaned 
up until the last minute. This is why a 10% carryover or left 
is planned. Greeting cards can be safely carried over for about 
three years, after that they usually become soiled or oth erwise 
unsalable. Styles do not change abruptly f rom year to year so 
there is not too much danger of style obsolescence . in the carry-
over. Actually individual designs r:tr e seldom repeated another 
year, except for a few very popular designs. One of these ex-
ceptions is a Rust Craft five cent Easter car d depecting a 
chicken and a flower pot. 
The other 10% of the planned 20% carryover, which 
allows for a 10% increase in business, may seem too optimistic 
at first glance, but the important thing to remember is that a 
dealer's investment in carryover is made only once. 
For example, if he decides that 20% 
of his (initial) purchases is a reasonable 
carryover, and the following year his 
carryover is approximately the same, he has 
turned his complete purchase the second year 
without any additional investment. 
In other words, his investment in 
carryover is only ma.de once, and hie pur-
chases for subsequent years are either 
increased or decreased depending upon his 
current inventory. (1) 
After the planned sales have been determined as 
described above, the "left" is deducted from the planned sales 
or "on sale" to find the open to buy or simply 11buy 11 • This may 
(1) From the Introduction to the Rust Craft Seasonal Stock 
Control Book, published by Rust Craft, Boston, Mass. 
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be done publisher by publisher or it mA,y be done on a tot a l basis 
for each sub classification. The l atter seems t o be preferred, 
because in tha t wa,y the buyer may buy from whom he chooses, 
rega rdless of individual publisher's nleft". The merit of the 
merchandise is the determining factor, not last year's perform-
ance. 
Ther e is a summary sheet for each season with spaces 
for entering in dollars the sum total of all the sub classifica-
tions. This is done for each publisher and thus provides a 
means of rating the sales performance of each publisher's line. 
The next page gives an illustration of a seasonal sumnary sheet. 
The rating is based on a per cent of purchases carried over for 
each line. Analyzing the figures in the illustration it can be 
seen that Line A is the most profitable, Line C should be dropped 
or replaced because while the amount of carryover is about the 
same as Line A, the per cent of carryover is 3 1/2 times as great. 
In addition to the Seasonal Stock Control Book, many 
dealers use the work sheets provided by the various publishers, 
to record inventory information and transfer it to the Control 
Book. These work sheets vary in size and form,from those tha t 
can be used only for the publisher tha t provides the particular 
form to those that can be used for several publishers, like the 
Control Book. The information provided on these sheets can be 
posted to the Control Book with very little trouble. 
Hallmark provides two different types of inventory 
sheets: one is the usual type provided by other publis~ers, _ des-
lEFT 
SOLD 
IUY 
ON SALE 
LEFT 
SOLD 
Table V 
C H R I S T M A S 
SUMMARY SHEET 
This summary sheet is to be used for recording in dollars, the total 
purchases, sales and inventory for each year, and for each Publisher. 
YEAR 19 '// 
TOTAL A 8 c /) 
~~ rJ.fl/ 873 JJCf o260 S3oZ 
s; ,s-6{) ).,HD 
"'SIJfJ 7-s-0 1.1~0 
YEAR 19!Lf_ 
{.j.J.s{J ~00 1;'/J£ 6JS ft~M 
I>; 1'/i )._{, 7J ;f.5'f f(.s /33J.. 
f'eZ.s JOO .J!-5 11-5' !IS' 
S/CJI'l Jlf1J jj37 ~7() /J./7 
o c RRY rio ;;1.)% 31f'o 1 1.! 'tJ 
YEAR 19_ 
IUY 
ON SALE 
LEFT 
SOLD 
YEAR 19_ 
IUY 
ON SALE 
LEFT 
SOLD 
YEAR 19_ 
IUY 
ON SALE 
LEFT 
SOLD 
Source : From Rust Craft Seasonal Record Book 
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cribed above; t he other is printed on a yellow colored she et of 
heavy p ~:>,per. The yellow she et lists the Hallmark ce.rds for t he 
particular season by basic design number and price. Space is 
provided next to each s took number t o enter the amount of cards 
left. Thi s sheet is then used in conjunct i on with t he order for~ 
of the immediate past season, showing what was bought, to make 
up the order for the next season. Hall has even gone to the ex 
tent of providing special holders for t he yellow inventory 
sheet and t he order form whi ch is printed on tissue paper. This 
device together with specially designed chart or tables to 
det ermine the open to buy, is used by the salesmen to make up the 
order for the next season. The procedure outlined above does 
not appear to be too popular with either salesmen or retailers, 
especially those who keep Seasonal Stock Control Bo oks. 
Nevertheless the ~ystem has much to re~ommend it. It 
makes use of design numbers, which are used by all firms; and it 
eliminates one step in record keepin& nrunely, recording under 
"buy" what was actually bought. In other words~ a cer t ain amount 
o~ work is necessary in writing an order, so why not carry it 
over into seasonal control and thus eliminate one step in seasonal 
record keeping? Many dealers, l a rge and small, have used the 
Hall system and found it entirely satisfactory, so satisfactory 
t hat they will turn the entire responsibility for buying over 
to the Hallmark salesmen. This latter is not necessary, not the 
intended result of the system, since each basic design humber 
S3 
represents several designs and the buyer's opinion should be 
worth s omething in deciding wha t is to be bought. The Hall 
Display Control system does not eliminate the need for the 
Sea sonal Record Book describ ed in the f irst part of this section . 
The record book provides an excellent five year comparison by 
classification, price line, and publisher. The Hall Display 
Control does not do t his, but it does supplement t he control 
book. ( 1) 
2~ Seasonal Buying Procedures 
The buying procedure based upon the Rust Craft Season-
al Record Book has already been indi cat ed in its es sentials. 
There are two comments to be made on the Rust systeme First 
it is apparent that the 11 buy 11 cannot be figured to the la.st 
card; the packing of the cards must be taken into considerat i on. 
For example, 5 cent cards are packed 2L~ in a box; 10 cent cards 
are packed 12 in a box, etc. Ther efore, "buy" must be figured 
to t he nearest packing. Since publishers for t he most part 
pack their cards in vniform quantities, t his i s fairly easy to 
figure for the 11 total 11 • Next, it must be assumed that the r ating 
of each publisher on t he summary sheet will serve as a g~ide and 
not as an unbreakable rule, since it is perfectly possible for a 
publisher to have a poor y ee.r now and then. The aotual mer1 t 
of the merchandise should influence buyer~ not past statistics 
ent i rely. 
One l a r ge dealer in t his area has developed a comparison 
(1) IP,~erviaw with Mr. Dea.n Hall, Hallmark Boston off ice, February 
9' 19~. 
r a ting system wh i ch permits him to compare and rate each line in 
t h e same dete.il informe,t i on is recorded in the Rust Seasonal 
Stock Control Book. The comparison b ook has spaces across the 
top of each page for t he publishers' names, which appear in code, 
the greet ing card classification and price line are listed 
down t he left hand side of the page. Boxes are provided to 
record the rating, wh i ch aga in is done in code. Use of a code 
for publishers' names and the rating itslef makes it impossible 
to know how his fello ws or his own cards are r ated. (l) 
After the lines have been r a ted, the next step is to 
allot cards in each class i ficat ion from the total "buy". This 
is done through the control book. The efficacy of the comparison 
rating system depends to a high degree on the keen retentive 
memory of the individual buyer; not many people, let alone 
many buyers, have such a memory. 
The comparison rating system has proved useful in the 
buying of Christmas cards in boxed assortments. Ther e may be 
no formal guide for the buyer in this case; he may simply look 
at all the boxed assortments of h i s resources before he p l aces 
any order. Very often an individual publisher's line may look 
go od when seen by itself, but when compared with others (as it 
will be on t he sales counter at Christmas time) i t may not 
stack up at all. There seems to be no reason why small dealers~ 
who don't buy five hundred dollars worth of boxed assortments a~ 
(l) Interview with Mr. Wassaman, Personal Card Shop , Apri~ 30, 1949 
xetail, should not compaxe and xate each l ine befoxc buying . 
The compaxi son xa t ing method may come in fox some 
cxitic i sm on t he gr ound tha t t he s alesman do esn 't sell, s ince ~ 
l a r ger buyer might be tempted to view and xate the l ine without 
the salesman being pxesent. Pexhaps th i s i s true, but s inc e 
t :i:1er e s,r e very very few buyers qual ified to do t his, and since 
by its nature, compe,rison rating can never become preve.l ent, 
it does not appear to be in danger of causing any substantial 
lessening of the salesman 1s function. 
3. Seasonal Display Control 
The a,ctual displ e.y space avail s,bl e should det ermi.ne 
how me.ny designs a buyer should buy in each t it l e cmcl pr i ce 
l ine wi thin that title. This i s true no matter what met hod i s 
used in buy ing . The Rust Craft Seasonal Record Book has t ?lis 
to say: 
Many dealers buy seasonal cards without 
considering t he 2.mount of space available 
for displaying whe,t i s purchased. In many 
instances, t he dealer hns onl y euff i oiant 
space to display 2 ~i 'fo to 33 'fo of t he number 
of designs ordered. 
It is good merchand i sing to det ermine 
t b e number of spa.ces that oan be devoted 
to each t i tle and pi·ice and buy accordingly. 
If the s ale of 15¢ Mother cards for exa.···'ple justif i es t hr ee display ~paces, it is better 
to order fo ur or fi ve styles of high s ales 
value in increased packings, 'than it is to 
buy fifteen or twenty numbers in standard 
paokings. ( l) 
(l) From t he In t roduction to t he Rust Craft Seasonal St ock 
Contro l Book, publ i shed by Rust Craft Publ ishers, Bos t on, 
:Mass. 
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Beside the consideration tha t some of the designs 
bought will never get out on display, there is another point 
to be mentioned. Assuming there was room to display a great 
many designs of a given title and price line, it is reasonable 
to assume that such a wide choice would only confuse a customer 
and make it more difficult for him to make a selection. 
Recognizing the.t retailers may go "over board" and 
buy too many desings or too many cards, some publishers have 
prepared "balanced" display plans. These plans show t he proper 
proportions each classification of designs should bear to the 
total seasonal cards on sale. Naturally the emphasis varies from 
season to season and also in terms of the display space each 
store has available. The boxes marked "display" in Table IV, 
page are used to indicate how many designs in each classifi·-
cation may be displayed in the r acks. There are also illustra ted 
plans showing dealers where to pla ce the various classifications 
in the display racks. 
Chapter VIII 
Sales Policies and Sales Organ i zation 
1. Sales Policies 
Sales policies are courses of procedure laid do wn 
beforehand by higher management. These procedures are used 
to evaluate t he various f actors in s electing channels of 
distribution and in setting up sales organization. In other 
words, it is to be assumed that for the s ake of cons istency 
over the long run, a channel of distrubtion and the formation 
of a suitable type of sales organization are determined by the 
development of a sales policy in the first place. 
A. Publishers Selling Direct To Retailers 
The prime consideration of greeting card publishers 
selling direct to retail outlets has been to promote their 
product as items of quality and distinctiveness. To do this, 
they have found it necessary to exercise selective d i stribution, 
which means that fewer retail outlets will be used t han under 
a policy of indiscriminate distribution ~ yet more the,n under an 
exclusive agency setup. 
While the exclusive selling agency has its adva,ntages, 
it is not nearly so flex ible as selective distr ibut ion and i s 
seldom used in the greeting card industry. No agreements are 
neces sary as to territory or any other obligations under the 
selective distribut i on policy. 
One company has stated it s policy on new account s as 
follows: New accounts will be opened only after taki ng into 
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consideration the following factors: 
1. In accordance with the locality 
2. In accordance with the type of store 
3· In accordance with present representation in the 
locality 
While this allows for considerable latitude of 
interpretation and execution, yet is far from being an indis-
criminate policy. Publishers vary in the degree of selective-
ness they exercise; for example, Rust Oraft is the most selective 
of all the major publishers and as a result probably has fewer 
accounts than any of the rest. 
Besides the quality consideration, there is another 
and equally important consideration in choosing a policy of 
selective distribution. It is that accounts should be selected 
trom the point of view of their probable contribution ~o net 
profits. Judgement should be exercised however, because un-
profitable accounts may grow into worthwhile ones, and smaller 
accounts may make possible manufacturing economies through their 
contribution to total sales volume. 
1. Problems in Selective Distribution 
Several problems arise in connection with a policy 
of selective distribution, chief among wh i ch is the amount of 
protection to the established dealer. This is i mportant because 
both publisher ·and retailer have an investment in time and money 
at stake. .The rets.iler has money invested in fixtures and 
equipment for selling greeting cards as well as the timep often 
years, spent in building a reputation in the oomm~nity. The 
... -- ---
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publisher has a .similar investment in time and goodwill as f 8,:r 
as the dealer is concerned. Often times, however, a dealer may 
gradually lose his relative position i n the COL.'llnuni ty. Or per-· 
haps the community may grow to such an extent that the establ i shed 
dealer may not be getting the full potential sa.les from the area. 
Under these circumstances changes must be made if sa l es are to 
be maintained. The problem may be further co mplica ted by the 
activities of other publishers opening new accounts in the same 
town. 
The choice before a conscientious sales manager, in 
such oases, appears to be fairly simple. If it is felt that the 
full sales potential is not being realized, then sales must be 
increased, either by improving the setup of the established 
dealer or by opening new accounts. But because so much bad 
will has been created by publishers opening new accounts, it 
would seem best to avoid this, particularly since the retailersu 
good will is so important. It becomes expensive selling if 
dealers are going to be a continual source of' irritat i on and 
trouble 7 furthermore, the retailer can ruin much of the adver~ i s­
ing effort put forth by a publisher, if he fails to co-operate 
in national advertising campaigns , for exampleo Therefo r e i n 
order to preserve good will ~ it seems much w:Lser to a i d 
esta:olished dealers in i mp r oving t he i r sales performance. Al-
t hough t h:i. s may mean new a.djus t ment s in the dea ler 1 s s t ock 
control , new furniture or ii10Te local adver ·t i sing, t hese a:re 
problems t o be solved in each i nd i v i dual case , after all facto1:s 
have been we ighed. 
I f for so~e reason, i t i s necessary to open a new 
ac count , the probability is that the business will have to be 
shared with another publisher, anyway. The problem here 
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raised is tha t if the new deale r has stock control on everyday 
cards, it will be necessary to reset the control and reassign 
stock control tickets afresh which in turn may cause friction 
with other publishers. At any rate, enough has been po inted out 
to show that selective distribution is not ~Y any means a static 
affair for any single publisher. Local market conditions change 
and the seled.tion of retail outlets, clearly must change with 
them. 
At this point it seems well to c all a ttention to the 
procedure of one l a r g e company in regard to new accounts. The 
Gibson Art Co. requires the form on the next page to be filled 
out before any new account will be considered. A standard 
procedure of this typ e helps to 111ake for consistency over the 
long run, and takes much of the decision making po wer away from 
salesmen and puts i t in the hand of his immedia te superior s . 
Such a practice prevents over enthusiastic salesmen from opening 
undesirable accounts. 
It shoulu not be concluded that publishers sell ing 
direct to retailers , necessarily confine their sales activities 
to greeting card specialty stores. Although this type of store 
is almost as important a.s the number of established deal ers as 
a f actor in determining whether or not to op en new account s. 
Publisher s generally prefer to be represented by a stationery 
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Figure ·II 
NEW ACCOUNT AND PROSPECT REPORT ••• THE GIBSON ART COMPANY • CINCINNATI 
ISSUED BY SALES SERVICE DEPARTMENT 0 ISSUED BY SALESMAN 0 DATE ISSUED • 19~ 
- SALESMAN Will Fill IN All INFORMATION NOT PROVIDED BY CINCINNATI OFFICE -
Nome of Store __________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Street Address ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Zone----------
City _______________________________________ Populat ion _______ State _________________________________ _ 
Nome of Owner----------------------------- Buyer 
Merchandise Monoger _______________________________ Salesman --------------------------------
Credrt Ro:ing, Extra Good 0 Sotisfoctory 0 Cosh or References Required 0 COMMENT, ____________ _ 
References: (I) ______________ _ _ _ _______ _ _______________ _ -:-- ---
(includi ng (2 ) &nk) '- ---- - - --- - - - --- - - - - - - - --- - - --
(3) ___________ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _____ _ 
Did former owner of thi< Store buy Gibson merchandise?-- -------- - - ----- - - - ------- ------
Other Stores Operated By Or Affiliated With This Dea ler _______________________________________________ _ 
Nome of Nearest Gibson Dealer _________________________________________________________________ __ 
N um cr o f G"b A 1 son ccoun s m ry T t I S I T Th A 00 a es o ese ccounts e st Y AWhl 1$ ear t oeso e 
CHARACTER AND LOCATION OF STORE TYPE OF OUTLET CURRENT GREETING CARD BUSINESS 
Good 0 Book and Stationery ill 0 LINE o~. To •o l hti..,oled No> location of Store Fair 0 Drug 12) 0 A~n~a l ~ w rchose1 .. , 
Poor 0 Deportment 131 0 Everyday Cords (4) $ 0 
Best 0 Jewelry (4) 0 Everyday Party Goods (5) $ 0 
Comparison of Store With Gift and Novelty (5) 0 Halloween & Thanksgiving (3) $ 0 
O ther Cord Outlets in Above Average 0 Photo Supply and Camero (6) 0 Christmas (I) $ 0 
the Community General Merchandise and Variety (7) 0 Xmas B::lX Assortments (11) $ 0 Below Average 0 Greeting Cord (8) 0 Xmas Gift Dressing (2) $ 0 
Cigar and News Stand (9) 0 Volentine (6) $ 0 Overall Est imate of Desirable 0 Mrscelloneous (Oeser ibc) (iO) 0 Easter 171 $ 0 Dealer Undesirable 0 Mothers Day (8) $ 0 If Undesirable, Expla in, Fathers Day (9) $ 0 
Graduation 1101 $ 0 
(S.. b 1-l I S•l.sme~~ ' • ln•t•uction H.,u,l for d.fin;.ion) TOTAL $ 
METHOD OF OPERATION AND DISPLAY 
All On Open Display 0 PRf ~ ENT FUTUU 
EVERYDAY DISPLAY All Mount Display B O PtU. T!ON OPEUT10N Combinat ion Mount and Open T a tel Everyday Display Space _ ___ Ft. _ft. 
On Everyday Rocks 0 T otol Everyday Designs On Display ----- -----
SEASONAL DISPLAY On Additional Rocks 0 BuY' from S..mples 0 0 
In Merchandise Boxes 0 Operate< "'AB"' Type Installation 0 0 
Addit ional Display Information, Operate< Stock Control ln<tollotion 0 0 
Dealer Now Buys From Following G reet ing Cord Publishers, 
lnstollot ion Mode By What Publisher! 
Rt~QMMENDATIQN QF ~Al~~AN, Rt!:QMMENOATION OF DIVISIONAL SALES MANAGER, 
Open the .Account-Solicit Through Salesman 0 Open the Account-Solicit Through Salesman 0 
Open the Account-Solicit Through Soles Service Dept. 0 Open the Account-Solicit Through Soles Service Dept. 0 
R:eto in on Prospect l ist at This Time-Cont inue to Solicit 0 Retain on Prospect list at This Time-Continue to Solicit 0 
Do Not Solici t or Sell This Dea ler 0 Do Not Solicit or Sell Th is Dealer 0 
COMMENTS, COMMENTS, 
Dote 
I • 194 SIGNATURt 01= DIVISIO N SAtES MANAGER 
Dote 
. 1941 
Dote 
I 51 C NAT UI£ Of 5AlfSMAN • 194 APPRO~O BY DIRECTO R Ot: SALJ::S 
Facsimil~ of 11 New Account and Prospect .Report" used ,by The Gibson Art Co. 
store or by one dealing in related stationery items such as 
giftwares, candles, party goods, and other items of socia l 
stationery. However, when it comes right down to the question 
of having a less desirable store or none a t all , most publishers 
will take the less desirable store. This can be seen by the 
fact th~.t drug stores and stores selling newspapers hs.ve been 
fs.vored in recent years because they were open more hours , a 
factor that more than compensates for the lack of greeting card 
"a.tomo sphere". ( 1) 
B. Sales Policies of Direct Factory Representat i ves 
The procedures used by direct fe.otory representn.tives 
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in det ermining to whom and under what conditions they Will sell 
are not a great dee.l different from those used by publ i shers 
selling dir ect to independent retailers~ The principal d i ffe r ence 
is th r..t, if anything, t hey are mor e s elective, not through any 
deliberate policy on this score, but because of the nature of the 
marketing situation in which they operate. 
In the chapter on "Oha.nnels of Distribution" the 
manner in which the direct f actory representative operat es was 
described. It will be remembered tha,t t his type of s ales 
repr esentative tended to concentrate hie ef forts i n gi ft 
shops and in stores sel ling giftwares, plus a few of the greet-
ing card specialty stores. This sort of selling naturally leads 
to restrictive d i stribution. Furthermore, the other types of 
(1) Intervi ew with Mr. Shaw, Eastern Division Sales Me.na.ger of 
Rust Craft, May, 1949. 
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products do not admit of wide appeal, which f actor i n itself would 
impose high selectivity. 
c. Sales Policies of Publishers Selling Through 
Direct Selling Agents 
Of all the forms of distribution, th i s type probably 
offers less control over selection of outlets. One of the 
character i stics of selling through direct selling agent s is 
the unevenness of distribution, which results from no control 
whateve r being exercised over who will answer the advertisements . 
It is probBbly true, however, that the broad general character 
of those acting as direct selling agents can be controlled to a 
degree by the type and kind of media in which the publishe1· 
advertises. 
Some publishers or wholesalers selling through direct 
selling agents r efuse to sell to a.gents who do not maintain the 
"published" price of the boxed assortments. Incidental to thi s 
is the experience of Wallace Brown, Inc., which first sold 
imported English paper napkins in retail stores ir. an at·tempt 
to determine what sales possibilities they had. The possibili-
ties were proved good and the napkins are now sold through dir ec t 
sell ing agents as well. The stores still selling t he napkins 
ar e required to maintain the published or advert i sed price. 
Vi olations on the part of stores are often reported by d irect 
selling agentel The company then acts by cutting off the s tores (1) 
(1) Interview with M~§S Carter, Boston office, Wallace Br own 
Oo., Inc. , May 3, 19~. 
l Oi.t-
D. Sal es Policies of Jobbers 
Jobbers e.s a rule do not app ea r generally t o us e D.ny 
kind of select i ve d i stribution, which means "that they will sell 
cards in any retail est8.bl i shment t h ey c an. Some apparent l y do 
endeavor to protect established deal ers to an extent. One 
jobber , who had apparently lost accounts to other job oers or 
p erhap s to publishers selling direc·t , s aid fr ankly t hat t h e 
policy of his firm we. s to sell c 2.rds wherever i t could, regard·-
less of established dealers. His experience is proba.bly typ i ca.l. 
freeumably even an ind i scrimina te policy of distr ibu-
tion would be limited by considerations affecting net p rof it s 
in the long run. In other words, unprofitable accounts would 
not be rnainte.ined. The g reeting card assortments of most jobbers 
is ch a.r·acterized by a rel8.tively small number of des igns which 
usually must be sold in great quantity in order for them to ear~ 
a profit. This struggle for sales in volume is t he b2"s ic reason 
why jobbers have undertaken a comparatively indiscriminat e s a les 
pol i cy as against t he selective policy of publ ishers sell i ng to 
retailers. 
2. Saler Organizations 
Organ i zation ha s been defined -
a s t h e p l an wh i ch makes it possible for 
people to work as effectively together as 
t hey do individua.lly. ( 1) A sales orgc:m iza-
tion therefo re consists of person working 
together to accomplish ends connected with 
the marketing of t h e products manufactured 
by the company. ( 2) 
(1) "Handbook of Me.rketin2' 11 , Ronald Pr es s, 19L~S , p o.ge 605 
( 2 ) Tosdal, Harry R. , "Introduct i on to SP,l e s Management " , Mc Gaw-
Hill, page 31S. 
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A. Publishers Selling Direct To Ret r:dleTs 
Most publishers using this form of distribution have 
a regional sales or gani zation, by this we mean that organization 
begins with the territorial allotments to individual sa l esmen 
and comb ines t hem into regions or districts under a district 
manager. The district managers are responsible to t he home 
office and have supervision over the sales;nen in their territo ry. 
The Gibson Art Co. has a typical regional orgcmizat i on . 
The country is divided into eight regions under t he supervision 
of eight district sales managers. The district managers are 
responsible to the home off i ce in Cincinnati and have sup erv i sion 
over the men under them. The salesmen t hemsel ves , once t hey are 
ass i gned their territories, are left pretty much to t hemselves. 
The exceptions are t he newer s alesmen who are really continuing 
their training in the field, and salesmen who are endeavo ring 
to s ell a customer a stock control installation. Exact detailed 
knowledge of stock control is not often possessed by individual 
s c>,lesmen, and the district sa.le s mam·J.ger i s expected t o hel p out 
in t hese instances. New sal esmen are usually given much closer 
supervision by the district managers who are veteran s alesmen 
themselves. 
New accounts may not be opened nor old E!.ccounts dropped 
without approvP..l of t he district s al es manager. Th i s insures a 
more uniform execution of the policy to selective d i s tribution. 
(see p<?,ge 101 in this chapt .) In connect ion with t hi s a number of 
accounts have actually been dropped by the Gibson Art Co. in the 
New England territory, either on the groupds t hat they were 
unpro f it able or undesirable outlets for Gibson merchandise. (1) 
l Ob 
The great est fault to be found with the regional typ e 
of sales organization is that t he regional manager may b ecome 
lo aded down with detail. Especially is t h is true if he has many 
new salesmen, or if everyday sales are being pushed in his 
terr i t ory. The quickest way for a company to increase its 
everyday sales is to open new accounts and insta.ll new stock 
controls. Both of these often demand on-the-spot investiga.tion 
by the regional manager. It does not seem unreasonable to 
suppose that a veteran s a lesman or "senior" salesman could 
function as an assistant to the regional manager , and thus :. 
relieve him of some of t hi s burden. 
B. Direct Fac t ory Represent 2.t ives and Publishers 
Selling Through Agents 
The sales orgc:mization of the direct fa.c t ory represent a-
·tives has already been explai ned in t he cha.p ter on channels of 
d i stribution. 
Little oan be said for s ales organ i zat i ons of pu·b-
l i shere sell i ng t hrough d i rect s ell ing agents. Aside from the 
branch offices of large organiza t ions such as We.llaoe Brown ~ 
t here is little,if any, kind of selling organization used by 
the publishers using this method of distribution. The agent s 
(l) Interview with E. J. Anderson, Gibson Divisional Sales Mgro 
February 7, 1949 
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themselves might constitute the selling organizations in a s ense, 
but legally these people are self-employed, selling goods, t i tle 
to wh i ch is vested in them. Furthermore, very l ittle control i s 
exercised over the agents as long a s they ps.y the i r bills. 
C. Jobbers 
Most jobbers are relatively small a.nd he..ve only a. 
local business, being essentially distributors. Their entire 
/ 
organization is in a sense given over to selling, yet seldom i s 
there any formal sales organization setup. This in itself is 
by no means serious since usually a strong willed person heads 
the firm making formal orgs.niza t ion unnecessary, perhaps even 
impossible. 
Ohapter IX 
Advertising, Promotion and Display 
1. Early Advertising 
Advertising _includes those activities 
by which visual or oral messages are ad-
dressed to the public for the purpose of 
informing them and influencing them either 
to buy merchandise or services or to act 
or be inclined favorably toward ideas~ 
institutions or persons featured. (lJ 
In the seaaon on the Second Era of American Greet i ng 
Cards, it wa s mentioned that in 1929 business increa sed under 
the stimulus of a cooperative advertising campa ign. Thi s 
campaign was the answer to severe criticism from prominent 
people on t he greeting card sending habit, a criticism which 
implied t hat money sp ent for greeting cards might better be 
sp ent for somet hing else. (2) 
Later, in t h e early 1930 1s, the Greeting Oard As-
sociation published a ma.gazine for the ret ail trade called "The 
Greeting Oard 11 • This magazine was sent to all ret a ilers buyi ng 
direct fro m publi shers. Th e co mplete ma i ling l i s t we.s in the 
hands of the a s soc i at i on secretary so that no one compa.ny could 
l 0 15 
ga in any advantage. The magazine wa s publ i shed suc cessf ul l y f or 
a few years and helped to promote sales aids to t h e r etailer o 
It was possible to obtain envelopes or bags (to be used for en-
closing purchases of greeting cards); an official seal to 
ide·~.tify the store as Em "Association Dealer"; electrotypes fo r 
(1) Borden, Neil H., "Advertising In Our Economy", Richard D. 
Irwin, Inc., Ohioago, 1945~ page 10. 
(2) Interview=with .B:r'lf~st D. Ohase, Vice President, Rust Oraf t , 
April 20, 1949. 
newspaper use; lantern slides, for theater advertising; and 
ea sels for displaying cards. This magazine lasted for a few 
years, then ceased .publication. 
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Following these cooperative advertising ventures, the 
major publishers embarked on ventures of their own. The magazines 
published by "The Greeting Card Association" was never replaced 
by sii:ni l a r magaz ines fro m t he publ ishers except Rust Craf t . 
This company had published 11 The Rustler" since 1922 and continues 
to do so to the present time. 
g. Present Advertising Programs 
At the present time Hall Bros., Inc., makers of 
Hallmark cards, are probably the most aggressive greeting card 
advertisers. The company sponsors a nation-wide radio program 
and uses magazine space about twice a year to promote Christmas 
cards. 
Another publishers, The Gibson Art Co., uses news-
paper space at fairly regular intervals throughout the year. 
The advertising is not confined to the large newspA.pers of the 
metropolitan areas, but is placed in about 175 da~lies through-
out the country. The Boston area is an exception, no newspaper 
advertising is used at all. Instead, the company sponsors the 
Uncle Elmer radio program each Sunday over Station WEEI. Gibson 
ties in its advertising with the local dealer in that for a small 
payment the deale~s name will be listed under the newspaper in-
sertion in his area. Gibson dealers around metropolitan Boston 
are more fortunate as five of t hem are mentioned every Sunday on 
the Uncle Elmer progr am . No charge is made for this. Gibson 
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uses magazines for special promotions like national smile week. (1) 
National Smile Week, sponsored by Gibson is an endeavor 
to promote the sale of humorous cards, principally in the Birth-
day and Illness classifications. The campaign for this was 
announced in 175 major newspapers on February 28th in a three 
column, eight inch advertisement.Smile Week will occur each year 
at the most logical week between Valentine's Day and Easter. (2) 
Norcross, Inc., regularly makes small newspaper in-
I 
sertions in leading metropolitan papers throughout the country. 
In Boston the company makes two small insertions a week in t he 
"Globe", "Traveler", "Herald" 1 and "Christian Science Monitor". (3) 
Rust Craft has no newsp aper or radio advertising. At 
Christmas time and at other important greeting card holidays, the 
company uses national magazines to promote specific boxed assort-
ments of Christmas cards or the general line of cards for any 
given holiday. 
3. An Appraisal of Current Advertising Programs" 
The advertising by greeting card companies in the last 
ten or fifteen years has been primarily brand name advertising, 
with selective appeals in contrast with that early program of 
cooperative product advertising in the early 1920's when more 
primary buying motives predominated. In endeavoring to build 
up brand preference or 11wantabili ty", publishers' advertising 
(1) Interview with Mr. E. J. Anderson, Div. Sales Mc:mager, Gibson, 
February 7, 194-9 
(2) "The Greeting Card Retailer", Feb., 194-9, phamphlet pub.by 
The Gibson Art Oo. (3) Interview with Mrs. James Fales, Norcross Rep. in Boston, 
March 23, 194-9 
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has taken two forms. First, there is advertising to t he consumer 
a imed at getting consumers to buy the advertised c ards fro m the 
retailer. 
A relatively small part of consumers• 
goods advertising is designed to induce 
purchase direct fro m the p~oducer. The 
greater p art is employ ed to i nfluencb the 
purchase Of t he advert i Sei'S I br ands from 
trades nen. I t is l argel y indtrt;ct in 
action, in t hat its aim oft en is not so 
much to induce i m.ited i ate s~~.le as t :) build 
up the reputation of brands and to en-
he.nce their we.ntabili ty, t hrought ideas 
relating eith er to the merchandise itself 
or to the char~oteristics of the maker 
which might influence sale. (1) 
~ne second type of advertising is directed at the 
dealer cmd is aimed at calling his attention to his importance 
as a seller of greeting cards, and secondly at the i mportance, 
or desirability of selling the cards of the particular company 
thB"t brings the advertising message. 
This latter type of dealer advertising is best repr e-
sented by Rust Craft's "Rustler", a magazine sent to , "Rust 
Craft dealers and their assist ants." It is published ten times 
a year and features pictures of racks, window displays, a.11d 
articles on future Rust promotions. The "phi losophy" of Jche 
"Rustler 11 might be stated as follows: 1. The ''Rustler 11 can 
call on a dealer more frequently than a salesman. Furthermore 
the salesman is in the store on business; the "Rustler" is there 
(l)Bordon, Neil, H., "Advertising In Our Economy", page 22 
to cree:.te goodwill. 2. The "Rustler" endeavors to carry on 
institutional advertising in a subtle way; Rust Craft is no t 
mentioned exc ept in the regul a r course of factual reporting. 
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3. There is an endeavor to establish a. feeling of kinship among 
dealers. Most dealers are small, but they like to feel important 
and the 11Rustler 11 helps them to feel importa:mt, espec ially when 
mention is made of t heir own store. (1) 
Another example of dealer advertising i s prov ided by 
the Gibson Art Company. The.t company publishes a pamphlet 
called "The Greeting Ca1·d Retailer 11 , which is sent to ever y 
Gibson dealer. Like the "Rustler" it contains information 
of forth-coming promotions and provides merchandising tips of 
various sorts. 
A. Advertising to the Consumer 
The first type of advertising mentioned, that is de-
signed to induce consumers to buy from ret e.ilers, has been based 
upon brand name and uniquemess of product. When a customer 
buts a greeting card, it would appear tha t she is buy ing 
sentiment, that is, she is buying the card p r imaril y b ece.use 
she likes t he verse. Going upon thie premise tha.t the customer 
buys a card primarily for the verse, the question arises: Can 
brand name advertising stimula.te the sale of sentiments published 
by the advertisers? 
(1) Interview with Mr • . John Beuret4 Assistant Editor of the Rust Craft 11Rustler n, April lL~, 19 9 
Observations by many people - dealer s, sa lesmen, and 
va r i ous execut i ves in the greeting card i ndustry seem to 
i ndicate t hat the answer is no. They declare tha t customers 
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bu y a card primarily because of t he verse; the design of the card 
is s eco ndary and t he publi sher of the card is t he l east con-
sideration. This observation seems to apply even to those 
customers who will ask for a sp ecific publ i sher's c ard. The 
usual r eply of the s ales clerk in t hat case is, "Yes , you wi l l 
f i nd t hem on the rack." Unless t he particular sto r e ha s only 
one l i ne of cards, t hen t he r ack i s l ikely to contain several 
publishers' cards. In th i s l atter case, wh i ch i s most common , 
the customer has an excellent chance of selection the cards of 
a publisher whose advertisements she may not have seen. 
Ordinarily brand recognition is an important part of 
consumer advertising , but in the i nstance cited above, brand 
awareness and wantab ility had been created, but the chances of 
th i s do i ng the publisher any good ar e gree,tly dimini shed unless 
t he consumer can also recognise t he product and assoc i a t e it 
with t he brand adver t i sing. 
All the greeting cards made by the major publ i s her s a r e 
mar ked with the publisher's name and the ret a il price on t he 
back of the card. Since t hi s identification cannot appear on 
the front or inside the card without violating the canons of 
good taste, the customer must turn the card over to see the brand 
name. A comp are. t i v ely few people, eepec ia.lly those who buy many 
cards, can tell who published each one merely by looking a t the 
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design on the front of the card, but this is not typical. Quite 
often good sales clerks can do this, but in the main, most 
people must turn a card over to see who made it. Since it is 
presumably the verse on the inside of the card tha t actually 
sells the card, it is difficult to see how strong brand preference 
or wantability can ever be built, because they are essentially 
unimportant. The trick is to get customers to see a pleasingly 
designed card, and then turn it over to read the publisher's 
name. But if the premise that the verse or sentiment sells the 
card is valid, then consumer recognition can never be built for 
greeting cards as such. 
There is a way of partially solving this recognition 
problem. To do this some stores will clip the card, envelope, 
and a price ticket together. The price ticket will carry the 
name of the publisher as well as the price. This involves a lot 
of work, however, and most stores do not do it except sometimes 
on seasonal cards. Besides the paper clip may damage the card 
if it is on too long . Actually this practice i s valuable 
chiefly because it helps to keep card and envelope together , and 
is espec i ally helpful at Christmas time. 
Although there seems to be no way at present of get-
ting a substantial number of consumers to, "look for the ns,me 
Hallmark on the back of the card 11 , there are ways in which 
brand advertising is helpful to publishers. (l) First of all, 
(l) Slogan used on weekly Hallmark radio show. 
brand names help to identify the retailer as one who carries 
good quality nationally advertised cards. Consumers may 
patronize such stores merely because the stores prominently 
display signs telling the public that the store features brand 
name cards. Secondly, national advertising plays a part in 
introducing the brand to prospective retailers. In other words, 
national advertising of the brand can be used as a wedg e in 
opening new accounts. This last function of advertising, a 
means of selling dealers, was scarcely recogn i zed until recent 
years. Some managements have admitted frankly that they do not 
expect consumer advertising to have any appr ec i able aff ect i n 
i nducing consumers to buy, but tha t their consumer adve r t i s i ng 
does have a favorable affect on retailers. (1) 
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Other companies, recognizing that consumer advertising 
has doubtful value, insofar as cards in general are concerned, 
nevertheless believe that the advertising of specific items -
specialties, or promotions of some sort- does have a value. 
The hope that the greeting card specialty involved will be 
unique with their particular company. Examples of such spec i al-
ties are the Hallmark Dolls, Norcross Circus Cards , and Rust 
Craft's Flower Portrait Cards. All these items were specialties 
and all were exclusive with the company advertising them. Con-
sumers who bought the articles on the strength of the advertis-
ing had to buy these specialties or none at all, since they were 
unique and had no comparable subetitute. 
(1) Interview with Mr. Derring, Rust Craft salesman, Nov. 21, 194g 
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E. Advertising to the Retailer 
Both the "Rustler 11 and the "Greeting Card Ret a il er 11 
attempt to build up i nstitutional reput a t i ons and at the S PJJC 
time st imulat e t he de aler into s ome sort of promot iona.l ac tivi t y . 
Th e idea behind the.s e publica tions is not necessarily t o induce 
itnmediat e sale of g·reeting cards, but t o g ive stimulus to the 
sale of c ards already in the dealer's hands, thus leading to 
ordel:s for more merchandise. Much of the material in the 
"Greeting Card Retailer" centers around seasonal and everyday 
promotions. The May, 1950, issue calls attention to the in-
creasing share in the Christmas card business being taken by 
t he direct sellers. The answer to this is for the dealer to 
t ake part in the Gibson Christmas promotion, which will begin 
September 27th. The four page pamphlet goes: on to tell how 
dealers can share in the many golden opportuniti~s smmner will 
offer. There is a picture showing the nine divisional s~les 
managers and a brief story about their work. Last of all there 
are the inevitable 11 before 11 and "after" pictures showing , llhow 
Gibson planned modernization quickly paid for itself." (1) 
Admittedly, a cert a in amount of ballyhoo is mixed in 
with these promotion campaigns directed at the dealer ; however, 
past experience causes a thoughtful dea ler to pause and r~flect. 
For years the summertime ha s been an off season for greeting cards~ 
so if anything can be done to improve the sales for the season, 
(l) 11 The Greeting Card Retailer", published by The Gibson Art 
Co • , May, 19 50 • 
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then it i s all to t he good. Si milar r eason ing applies t o the 
Nat i onal Smile Week p romot ion. Per hap s i t was weak t hi s year, 
and mayb e e.ll i t amount ed to we.s a lot of a dd i t i onal window 
d isplays, but on t h e other hand , Mo th er 1 s Day was once a fe ebl e 
unimport ant gr ee t i ng ca rd hol iday . Now i t l s quite t h e op-
pos it e of tha,t , ao who can f or ecast the future of National S :aile 
Week? 
4. Advertising By the Reta iler 
The great ma jority of s tores selling greet i ng cards 
r ely on· t heir windows for almost all the i r advertising, al-
t hough newspaper mats, r adio commerc ials and window mater i al me.y 
be had free of char ge fro m most publi shers . De~lers make vary-
i ng use of such mater i al. Perhap s the first t h ing to rememb er 
i s thc~t no t.hop can offe r anything special t hat ot h er shops can-
not offer. Distribution has beco me sc wide spread, store opera-
tion so standardized, tha t advert i sing can do very l ittle excepi 
b r i ng t he name and location of t he sto r e before the pub l i c. While 
it is perfectly true t hat mention of na tionally known br and names 
serves t o identify the sto r e in particul ar since na tional brand 
distribution is so wide spread. For this reason , most s t ores in 
l a rge metropolitan cities such as Boston attempt no r adio or 
newspaper advertising , because what is advertised can be pur-
cha sed in hundreds of stores in dozens of suburban towns and 
cit i es. 
Secondly , advertising on the part of greeting card re-
tailers cannot usually be made on t he basis of price appeal. Ther e 
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are exceptions at Christmas time, as many stores will c e ~1 . lopack 
old merchandis e a.nd sell it a t reduced prices, or boxed assort -
ments may be sold at low prices to get rid of them (Filene's 
sold Rust Craft's 11 Gleam 0 1 Gold 11 dollar assortment for sixty-
seven cents) (1) Again, after Christmas some stores sold their 
remaining boxed assortments at half price. Variety stores are 
virtually the only greeting card outlets that make a year round 
appeal on the basis of price. But even then the emphasis on 
price is somewhat more subt~e than in other types of variety 
store mercha,ndise. In the main then, retailers using n ewspaper 
and radio advertising emphasize the convenience of their location, 
the completeness of their stocks and services, as well as secondary 
consideration1 the brande of oarde they oarry. 
By far the greatest amount of advertising done by the 
dealer is through hie display windows, Publishers recognize 
this and go to great paine to see t hat the dealer i s en:.q.ml ,!. e d 
with d i epl ~y m~ t er 1 al of all ki nds, some of it free and some of 
it very expensive. The Rust Craft "Ruetler 11 encourage s w:l.ndow 
d i splays l;,·,y publ i.shine p1.ctul't s of excep 't ionf.,l d:l. spl e.ys . Tl1e 
magFJ.z i ne even goe~ to the length of publishing p1o1iures promin-
ently featuring cards by Rust Craft co mpetitors. 
This type of advertising is relatively inexpensive and 
is used enteneively in the larger c11i1ee. Greeting ce.rd retail-
ere located in the smaller towns and cities have found that news-
paper and radio advertising is effective. The experience of 
(1) Interview with Ernest D. Chase, Vice President, Rust Craft, 
April 14, 1949. 
Green's Card Shops seemsto bear this out. Two of the five stores 
in the group are located in Boston, the other three are located 
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in Concord, New Hampshirei Manchester , New Hampshire; and Portland, 
Maine. Newspaper advertising was found to be ineffective as a 
means of stimulating sales in the two Boston stores. In the 
smaller cities newspapers were found to be a satisfactory 
medium. Radio spot announcements of a minute or so duration 
were found to be unsatisfacotry. (1) The f a ilure of newspaper 
and radio advertising in Boston was felt to be two fold. First ? 
the extensive advertising competition from the l a rg e department 
stores , second, a great dea l of wasted coverage resulted in 
tha t the stores could offer nothing tha t could not be bought 
locally. Presumably in the small cities were better locations 
in which to advertise because neither. .. of the two reasons for 
the Boston failure were pres ent, plus the fact that the Green 
shops in the small cities probably enjoyed a higher relative 
standing e,nd patronage in the community than the Boston stares. 
Not all merchants have had the same experience with radio. 
Barker's Car d Shop in Quincy, Mass., makes use of daily spot 
announcements, while George H. Hunt Co., in East Weymouth, Mass., 
utilizes spot announcements over the same local station for 
seasona l advertising only. (2) Both of these stores are located 
in comparatively small cities, yet are within the metropolitan 
(l) Interview with Mr. Srun Katz, Mgr. Green 1s Card Shope , April 
1, 1949 (2) Interview with Mr. Burt Reed, Account Executive , WJDA, April 
~9 49. 
Boston area. It should be mentioned that spot announcements in 
the case of ~oth stores are devoted to other items as well as 
greeting cards. The Hunt's store frequently emphasizes boxed 
candy, which of course complements greeting cards to a high 
degree. Barker mentions party goods (paper napkins, table 
covers, favours, crepe paper, etc.) and other stationery items. 
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Some dealers have managed to make their stores a little 
d i ffex·ent so t hat their advertising can appeal on the basis of 
the unusual. H. W. Brown & Co. of Milwaukee, Wiscons i n, offers 
an excellent exrunple of t h is sort of t h ing. Brown's card 
department is located in the basement and the cards are dis-
played on beaver board wall built on a very slight slant. 
Only one card of a design is displayed; the customer chooses 
the card she wants, writes the number of the stock number of the 
card on an order pad provided for that purpose, and hands it to 
the sales clerk. The filing system for the stock is so effective 
that the sales clerk can have the card for the customer almost 
before she gets the change out to pay for it. H. W. Brown 
emphasizes "fresh, clean,unhandled cards" in all their advert-
ising. The advertising is continous and sustained, making use 
of such media as newspapers, radios, and street car cards. (1) 
The L. A. Bigelow Co. of Boston, operators of one of 
the le.rgest card shops in that city, uses another device. While 
(1) Chase, Ernest D., "Romance of Greeting Cards", pub. by E. D. 
Chase, 1926, page 247 
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i t is not un i que, i t does serve to tie in the s to r e with brand 
name cards. Several of t he m2. j or publ i shers will furnish dealers 
with "memo1y books" at cost. The Bigelow Co. mails t hese booklets 
to those who bought i mprinted personal cards t he previous Chr i s li-
mas. This practice effectively ties in with t he publisher's 
advertising . In f act, the store holds back the Hallmark Date 
Book un til it is announced on the Hallmark radio show. (1) 
5· Can Advertising Create a Demand For Greeting Cards? 
The best way to answer this question is to trace the 
history of the demand trend for greeting cards. Unfortunately 
there are no reliable statistics ava ilable to indicate the year 
to year growth of the greeting card industry, but a few facts 
and instances do stand out. These incidents give some indica-
tion of the growth in the demand for greeting cards. 
Although Louis Prang stopped publishing greeting c~rds 
in 1890, imported foreign cards helped to keep Americans greeting 
ca1d conscious. When, in 1906, American publishers entered the 
field, they did so not with a new product but with a new idea. 
The demand for greeting cards was already established; it was 
further stimulated by the greeting card of the new message 
variety. 
Seasonal cards, greeting cards for special days~ 
gave further impetus to the demand for greeting cards. Later 
in the 1920 1s the industry engaged in extensive cooperative ad-
vertising. And with in th~ last ten or fifteen years balanced 
(l)Interview with Miss Patterson, greeting card buyer for L. A. 
Bigelow Company, April 5, 1949. 
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displays and controlled inventories have assured consumers of a 
wide selection of cards, at least in t hose stores having stock 
control. All t hese incidents gave stimulus to demand, but i f the 
basic needs t hat gr eeting cards satisfied had not b een pres ent, 
all t he effort to stimulate demand would have been a wast e of 
t i:ne . 
I n r ecent year D l B.I' t; e scale adver t i sing of branded 
gre et ing car ds has added i t s ·b ·,_ t 1n s tiu,_,ll B .. t j_ng de .;u:,~nd . 
.P :cof essor Borden st s.tes t he case of advertising and demand t :J ends 
in t h is way: 
••••• advertising can be profitably used only 
when it holds fort h s omething that consumers 
need or can easily be made to desire. Ad-
vertising creates needs only in the sense 
that it makes consumers aware that a product 
offers a satisfactory solution to a need. 
Often, particularly in t he case of new 
product.s, consumers are unaware that the 
products will fill certa in needs or desires. 
Advertising serves to let them know what the 
product will do for them, but the latent 
desires or needs must be present. (1) 
The "latent" desire in the case of greeting cards was 
for some form of communication between friends, acquaintances, 
and loved ones upon special occasions in their lives. The 
message card5 of t he Second Era of American Greeting Cards 
supplied just th i s need. 
The latent desire or demand was satisfied. The job 
of promotion, display, and advertising made more consumers aware 
of the fact t hat greeting cards offered a solution to this need 
(1) Borden, Neil H., "Advertising in Our Economy", Richard D. 
Irwin~ I~c., Chicago, 1945, page 46 
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for communication between friende on special occasione. 
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Chapter X 
The Competitive Position of,the Direct Buying Retailer 
Basically the strength of the competitive position of 
the direct buying reta iler will '.:le determined by the competitive 
position of the publishers selling to euch retailers. The inter-
dependence of the two, while not unique, is rather striking. One 
of the fundamental reasons why manufacturers sell dir ect to re-
tailers ie eo that they may exercise greater control over the 
distribution of their product. In order to achieve any kind o1' 
control over the distribution of his product, the publisher must 
establish a community of interest between himself and the in-
dependent retailer. It is the establishment of t h ie community 
of interest that thie chapter ie to be concerned with. 
1. The Merchandise 
It is beet not to get into a discussion on such an 
i ntangible thing as ta~eand quality, but publishers selling 
direct to retail stores will contend that their product is a 
quality product sold in t he better stores. For our purposes 
"quali ty 11 will be thought of a s implying the 11best 11 poss ible in 
printing, production, design, and sent iment in greeting cards. 
The great var i ety of the cards carried by t he retai l 
stores buying direct is ae- important as the quality of the cards, 
and a lot easier to define~ Variety implies many epecial titles 
in a wide range of designe and price lines. While other stores, 
including department stores, carry greeting cards, and may sell 
comparable cards at lower prices, they do not usually match the 
direct buying etoree in the variety of stock they offer for sale. 
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Taken together, quality and variety are t he two greatest 
customer app eals the direct buying retailer of gr eet i ng cards has. 
Th e independent's comp etition does not approach him on t hi s score. 
It is true that the stores of t he limi ted price var i ety chains 
may approach the direct buying stores in the number of designs 
they carry, but the average direct ret a iler with thirty-two fe et 
of display racks can usually muster more than seven hundred 
designs; which will have wider range e.nd coverage on variety 
than a chain store wi·~h a.s many if not more des igns. Again, 
department stores may sell exactly the se.me cards as other 
direct retailers, but their stocks will not cover , in proportion 
to the rack space, the wide range of designs and titles the in-
dep endent direct reta iler does. 
Jobbers and direct selling agents are in a weaker 
position t han variety stores in offering a variety of cards. 
Jobbers' retail outlets are usually small and cannot carry a 
large number of designs; direct selling agents are limited to 
boxed assortments of general cards with no special titles at all. 
2. Advertising and the Independent Retai ler 
The conclusions reached in the chapter on advertis ing 
were that publishers' national advertising served to identify 
t h e stores t hat bought ca rds direct from publishers; but that 
advertising, as a means of building a brand preference , is 
questionable. The very fact of the publishers' advertising , alone 
gives the direct buying retailers a competitive advantage. His 
competition has no such identification. They must rely on their 
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own advertising efforts and t he general card consc i ousness of t he 
public. 
There is one exception: Publishers who sell through 
d i rect selling agents make extens i ve use of national magaz i nes 
as a media, not only to attract new agents, but also to h elp 
itentify t heir merchandise. How effective t h is advertising i s, 
is open to question. It is doubtful if consumers would refuse 
to buy from an agent merely because he did not happen to seek 
h is brand advertised in a magaz i ne. Advertising may be valuable 
as an aid in selling a particular brand of cards t o an agent, 
however. 
Even assmning national advertising of greeting cards 
is of questionable value, there is still the advertising of 
greeting card specialties. The specia lties t hemselves a re 
indicative of t he creative ability of publishers selling direc t 
to independent ret a ilers. None of the direct retailers' competi-
1ion has exhibited any grea t ability to create new greeting card 
products. On the other hand , t hey have shown an amaz i ng abilit y 
to copy these original creationso For example, a few y ears ago 
Norcros s came out wi t h t he Norcross Roses; t :hese rose des igns 
wer e f ea:.tur ed on cards and no t e paper. In less t han a year 
boxes of note paper resembling t he Norcross numbers began to 
appear on t he counters of variety stores. Nevertheless, by 
fe atur i ng t hese spec i alt i es in conjunction with the publishers' 
advert i sing , t he direct retailer achieves a d i stinction t hat h is 
co mpet i t ors cannot duplicate. 
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3· Competition Broadly Considered 
First of all, greeting cards, like every other product, 
must compete with all other products for the consuraers 1 dollar. 
Greeting Cards are fortunate in this respect because they are 
usually incidental nonbudgeted consumer purchases. (1) They 
are often picked up by customers who are shopping for other 
items. In other words, the impulse factor is important in the 
sale of greeting cards. 
Looking at competition in a little narrower sense, the 
direct retailers' greeting card competition centers largely with 
the limited price variety stores and the direct selling agents. 
The variety store offers serious price competition, but t here 
are signs that less emphasis will be placed on the five cent 
price line. It apparently is becoming more expensive to make 
five cent cards, at least, that is the experience of some of the 
publishers selling direct to retailers. (2) 
Direct sellers also offer price cornpetition, but the 
emp11asis there is not necessarily on price. The appeal seems 
to be upon the basis of the convenience of having an assortment 
of cards in the house. There is also another motivating factor 
or appeal, if it can be called that, behind the direct seller. 
The "appeal" is in the person of the direct seller. Who is he? 
Is he a person in need, making his own way in the world? Or 
(1) Interview with J. J. Stuck, Dealers• Service Manager, Rust 
?raft, February lS, 1949 
2) Interview with E. D. Chase, Vice President, Rust Craft, 
April 20, l9Ll-9. 
does h e rep resent t he c hu.r ch or t r.e lodg e? Many peop le must 
bu i ld up terr i f i c s ales res i stance to say, "no" to t h e d i rect 
sell er under t hese c i rcumstances. Thi s i s a. b as i s of buyi ng 
e.ppea.l t hat i s un ique. Th e only way t o counter it appe,rently 
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is t hrough loc a.l re gula t :io n of such persons or a strong ca.mp a.ign 
aga.inst them. Few local merchants would have the "nerve" to 
t~.ke a.ny direct local e.ction, since adverse publici·ty mi ght very 
easily result, especially in smaller towns. A more positive 
appro~:tch is for t he local merchant buying d irect, to put h ie 
own direct sellers out to c anvass consumers. It may mean t hat 
t h e direct sellers will have e. smaller profit but t hey will be 
selling b r and nrune cards and t he direct buying reta i ler will at 
least be s h;:u h 1g in some of t hi s business. 
4. Competition Between Independents 
Competit i on b etween independent r e t ailers falls into 
two broad categorie@. First of all, t h ere i s a brand competi-
tion - t hat i s a competition b e tween brands of g reeting cards 
carried by one retailer against those carried by another. This 
type of compet i t i on probably isn ' t very s t r ong . Few con sumers 
will consisten tly avoid patron izing a sto r e merely b ecause it 
does not have a cer tain brand of greeting cards. 
T'.ae second type of co mpetition between independent~ is 
in terms of service, location, ru1d adequacy of display. It is 
in this type of competit i on t hat the retailer must strive to the 
utmost to g ive h is store a good p ersone.l i ty. Why is it, for 
instance, that a short street like Br omf i eld Street in Boston is 
able to support thr ee greeting card spec ialty shop s? I t i s 
because each of t hese stores has built up i ts own r eputat i on 
of serv i ce, and adequacy of display. The merchandis e , as f ar 
a s greeting cards go, is very nearly identical in all three 
shops. 
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Against comp et i t i on fro m other ret r::dl outlet s of 
greet i ng cards, the principal ap? eal a direct buying retailer 
can have is that of qual ity ( r eal or supposed) and varie t y and 
depth of merchand i se selection. In doing so he i s actua lly 
app ealing t o a diffe rent gre eting card mar ket . Those who wi ll 
buy fro m a di rect retailer consistently are t hose who are 
greeting card conscious and are mo re or less aware of the dif-
ferences i n quality and t ast e offered in such stores. On t he 
other hand, t he market t he variety stores and t he di r ect sellers 
appea l to i s f a r less card conscious and much mo re keenly price 
conscious, and may be assumed to have poorer taste. 
5· The Future of the Direct Buying Independent 
Buttiressed as he is with the many advantages of h is 
competit i ve position, there seems t o be no reason why t h e "in-
dependent" stores or more properly direct buying retailers , should 
not continue to enjoy t he larger share tota l greeting card sales. 
Jobbers no longer offer serious competition; variety stores are 
s haring in a small er part of total greeting card s ales. The 
really serious oompeiition is now from the direct seller. It 
is singular t hat the real appeal of the direct seller is not 
based on merchandise or even service, but upon t he person of t he 
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direct seller or the organization he represents. 
Many direct buying retailers are not yet aware of t hi s 
according t o an article in "The Greeting Card Retailer". (1) 
This is plain talk - because the threat 
itself is plain to be seen. Direct Sellers-
or those who sell outside of r etail store 
channels are getting an alarming and increas-
ingly large share o:f Americars Christmas Card 
volume. This is hap-o ening in communities of 
every size, large and small. 
Many retail stores do not seem to be 
concerned over this r apidly increased share of 
the Christmas Card volume t hat is being filled 
by Direct Sellers or house to house agents. 
This complacency is probably due to the 
fact that retail stores, themselves, have 
shown healthy Christmas Card business gains 
during the past few years. The big point 
that should cause concern is that the total 
public purchase of Christmas Cards has gained 
far more than is reflected in t he sales in-
c~eases of_stores. Direct ~ellers are ~At­
tlng the blg - very big - d1fference. tl) 
While the threat of the dir ect seller is already 
discernable, it can become much worse if there is a business 
depression. It is at such times that more people become inter-
ested in peddling greeting cards from door to door. Therefo re 
now is the time for alert direct retailers to aggressively 
merchandise their stores and think seriously about ut i lizing 
d i rect sell ers i n theii own operation. 
(1) rrThe Greeting Card Retailerrr, a pamphlet published by The 
Gibson Art Co., May, 1950. 
------ --
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Anderson, E. J.; Divisional Sale.s Manager, Gipson Art Co _., Parker 
House Office Bldg., School St., Boston; Feb . 7, 1949 
Beuret, John; Asst. Editor, "Rust Craft ·Rustler", Rust Craft 
·· Pub., 1000 Washington St., Boston, April 14, 1949 
Blumenthal, Mr.; manager, Washington Street Subway S~ation C~d 
Shop, April 20, 1949 
Carter, Miss; clerk~~Wallace Brown, Inc., 216 Tremo~t St., Boston, 
May 3, 19~ . . 
Chase, Ernest Dudley; Vice President, Rust Craft Pub., _lOOO 
W~shington St., Boston, April 20, 1949 
Chilton, :Mr.; Chilton Greetings Co., 147 Essex St., Boston, 
March 2g, 1949. . 
Cunningham!. Maj. John; salesman for_ Hallmark Cards, Box 9.66, 
~cituate, Mass., Nov. 30, 194S. 
Deering, Louie; sal~eman for Rust Cra:(t P1:1b., 110 Tremont ~t., 
Boston, Nov. 21, 194g 
Downey, Kr. 6· Hamp~on Art Co., 470 Atl~ntic A~e., Boston, March 3 ' 1911-9 Fales, James; local manager, Norcross Greeting Cards_, 101. Tremont 
Street, March 3, 1949 _ 
Freeman, Mr.; Freeman Art Co., 111 Summer St., Boston, May 4, 1949 
Gibney, Mrs.;. buyeri Samuel Ward_ Co., 57 Franklin St., Boston, 
April 5, .949 
Goodman, Edward; employee, Fe_deral Art Pub •.. OQ., 116 Bedford St., 
Boston, Ma~ch 28, 1949 
Gold, Louie; salesman, Hannah Mil.ler Card Shop, Bromfie~d St., 
Boston, Feb. 25, ~949; Mar. 23, 1949 
Hall, Dean; ... sales~an, Hallmark Cards, Parker House Office Bldg., 
~School St., Boston, F~J. 9, 1949 
Hodgekin, Mr.; Rep. District Office, F. W· Woolworth Cq., 120 
Tremont St., Boston, March 30, 1949 .. 
Hughes, Mr.; Inspector, Div. of Standards, l;)ept. of Labor and 
Industries, State House, Boston, Mar. 2g, 1949 . 
Hunt, Edward P.; George H. Hunt Co., East Weymouth, Mass. 
Hurwitz, Hym~n; United Ar~ Co., 91 ~edford St., Boston, Mar. 3, 
19'1-9' 
N. B. This is the same Hurwitz referred to in 
Appendix B · 
Katz, Sam; Manager, Green's Card Shope, W~et St., Boston, Ma~s.,_ 
April 22, 1949 
Kendall, Col.; salesman, Norcross Greeting C~rde, 101 T~~~nt St., 
· Boston, Nov. 27, 194g 
Londi, Miss Louise; clerk, local office, Stanley Gree~ings, Inc., 
101 Tremont St., Feb. 25, 1949 
MacQUade, Miss; employee, W. M. Wasson, I.nc., 145 High _St., Boston , 
Mar. 30, 19~ . 
McBride, Mr.; Director, Div. of Standards,. Dept. of Labor and 
In.dustries, State House, Boston, April i2, 1949 
Mitchell, Miss Alice J.; clerk, S. S. Kresge Co. store, ~77 
Washington St., Boston, May 3, 1949 
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Packard, Reginald P.; direct factory representative for Fravessi 
Lamont greeting cards, 44 School St., ~o~ton, Mar. 2S, 
19~ -
Patte:rso.n, Miss.; greeting card buyer, L. A. Bigelow Co . , 
Bromfield St., Boston, Apr. 5,1949 _ 
Powers, Mrs. Martha; salesman of Mary and Jim Canaday, Direct 
Factory Reps. of Brownie Blockpr i nts, 101 Tre_mont 
St., Boston, Mar. 22, 1949 
Reed, Bur~; Account,Executive, Stat ion WJDA, Quincy, Mass., __ 
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April, 19~9 . 
Rust, Donald E., Jr.; Merchants Card_ Co., 197 Oliver St., Boston, 
Mass. Mar. 12, 1949 
Rust, Fred W., Jr.; sales man j Rue:t . Craf_t Pub., 1000 Wfl, sh ington 
Street, Boston, July 5, 1949 
Shaw, H. E.; Sales Ma.nager, EastemSa.1es D~v., __ Rust C::r:aft Pub., 
1000 Washington St., ~oston, ~r. •1, 1949 
Stuck, J. J.; Dealers 1 Service Manager, Rust _ Craft _Pub., 1000 
Washington Street, Boston, Feb. lS, 1949 
Wassaman, "Esky"; Manager, Personal Ce.rd Shop , Bromf i eld _St., 
Boston, Mc:trch 3(), 1949 
Winslow, Russell; local manager for St anley Gr~etings Inc., 101 
Tremont St., Boston, feb. 25~ 19~9 
Wolcott, John; Sales Promotion Manager, Rust Craft Pub ., 1000 
Washington Street, Boston, April 2S, 1949 
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Appendix 0 · 
Stock Cqntrol Analysis 
The value of a stock control analysis lies in t h e use 
to which the information it reve als can be put to work . The 
control analyzed on the nsxt ·· few pag es is a .. Rust Craft Control. 
The first analysis is by Rust and t he second i s by Gibson . Th e 
two letters were written to the s~lesmen who sold t he account by 
t he Dealers' Serv i ce Managers of Rust and Gibson respectively . 
The control analyzed was a Rust installed control and 
quite naturally the l ar gest singl e share WE:Jnt to tha:t company. 
The 'l:l.rea of agreement" in the two sepe.r P.te fl.nalyses is remar kable. 
Both f avor increases in Gener al, Family, Age Bi rthdays , and what 
Gibson calls Humorous Birt!ldays ~ Both agree Illness should b_e 
increased. These are the i mportant classifications as shown in 
Table I, page 21, As for the others, Rust recomm~nds· tha t , -if 
possible, op en display space be made for Anniversary, Fr i end$h i p, 
Sympathy, Gift and Thank You. Gibson d i ffers on t h is score s ome-
whe.t, they make no mention of Sympathy or Ann i versary , _ but g.gree 
t hB.t Gift ar:d Thank You should be on op en displ ay. Fr i endsh i p, 
ho wever, should be decreased, "because s 2.les 2.re down fro1, the 
war ye::;.rs. 11 
What did the dealer do wi th t h ese reco~nendat ions1 
Absolutely nothing. He continued to keep his control boo k a~ 
accurately as before, and did noth ing to increa se t he open d i s-
pl ay space. Mr. Stuck's letter r a ised t he que~tion of more op en 
d i spl ay space and also the question of whether or not more such 
apace could be obtained. The dealer decided it could not, fur-
t hermore, he did not feel that there was sufficient reason to 
cut some classifications and increase others. 
Now the question is: 11 What good was the analysis? 11 Firs t l) 
the kno wledge that his clerks were keeping stock cont rol r ecords 
accurately was a source of pride to the dealero Secon~ t he in-
formation provided by the a~alysis help ed Rust Craft and possibly 
Gibson, to a ssemble summary information such as was s hown in 
Table I pe.ge 21. Many factors peculiar to a g iven operation 
c an never be obtained fro m mere statistics. To show t hi s the 
dealer in this case thought he should have more Gift cards i n 
spite of their poor showing a s his customers had compl a ined of 
a poor selection. 
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Table VII 
EVERYDAY GREEtiNG CARD ANALYSIS 
Frat~: . JAR. 1g49 1o: DEC_!_1g-'8 Per iod:•-=1__:YEAR==------
Account~·JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL _ _________ ______ _ 
TOTAL •UMIER AVERAG[ AVERAGE AVUAG£ 
CUSS! FICATIOI RETAIL 1 or I Of Of T ICKU t•vtsT- STOCK 
SALE S SALE S STHE~ STYL£S VALUE MOT TUR• 
Genera l 596 • ..0 12.1 9.7 M 9.47 86.-&0 6.g Bl rthd '<Y 
Humorous ~61.80 7.~ 7.-t 48 7.5-t 61.92 5.8 Blrthd..sy 
Sp~l al 
Bi rthd ·W 226.80 ... 6 5.4 ~5 6 • ..S -t5.72 5.0 
Ch lldre n 96.00 1.9 1.8 12 8.oo 11.88 a.1 Birthday 
Year 270.£0 .5.5 -t .. o 26 1o.n 9.8 Bi rthd"Y .27.72 
Fampy 
81 rthday 10~.00 21.0 16.7 1og 9.52 1~.2-t 7.5 
Baby 
CongratulatI ons 331.90 6.7 -t.6 ~ 11.1~ 34.~ 9.7 
wedding 20l.EO -t.l 5.7 ~7 5.-t6 61.~ 3.9 . 
ann I versarv .f66.70 9.g 11.8 77 6.35 llb-20 ... 2 
Friendship ' 42.00 .9 . 3.1 20 2.10 . 20.16 2.1 
Illness 8..a • ..o 17.1 !10.9 71 11.9~ 92.16 9.2 
S)'llll)athy 17-t • .-o 3.5 ' 4.~ 28 6.2~ 29.88 6.8 
Tha nk You eo.oo 1.2 4.1 27 2.22 23.76 2.5 
Gl tt C.J rdS 196.20 ... o 10.0 66 3.02 67.42 3.-t 
Travel 10.80 .2 .5 ~ 3.£0 3.2-t ~.~ 
TOTALS 49-to.EO IOOS. IOOS , 651 7 .t!J 799.~ 6.2 
COMPARATIVE SALES ANALYSIS BY LINES 
•uMIU OF :( TICKETS :( TOTAL PUILISHU TOTAL METAIL ~ALES IIUSIIESS COIIIEIT TICKETS ASS I Gil EO PLACED 
RUS'P CRAP!' 2EO 2015.70 39.g ..o.8 
HALLilARK 201 U97 • ..o ~.9 ~.3 
GTBSO'N U6 1041.~ 22.4 21.0 
..... 40 379.20 6.2 7.7 
OPEH 4 12.00 .6 .2 
TOTAL 661 4946.EO 10~ 100) 
MISCELLANEOUS GROUPS 
TOTAL NUMBER AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE 
RETAIL t OF t OF OF Tl CKET INVEST- STOCK 
CUSS I FICATIOII SAL£ S SALF.S STYLES STYLES VALUE MENT TURN 
Religious 66.20 31.7 37.6 27 2.04 
28 ·"" 
1.9 
81 rtl't· 30.EO 17.6 23.6 17 1.60 26.44 1.1 Announc-.nts 
I nvltat Ions 72.00 n.-t 31.9 23 3.1:5 41.40 1.7 
Sympathy Ac k. 16.20 g.~ 7.0 15 3.2-t 16.00 1.1 
TOTAL MISC. GROUP 174.00 IOOJ IOOJ 72 2e•U 113.28 1.5 
GUilD TOTALS 5119.EO 723 7.08 912.66 6.8 
AVERAGE DAILY SALES $1.7.Q7 
STOCK-TURII FOR AIIALYSIS PERIOD 5.6 STOCK-TURII FOR OIIE-YEAR PERI005•6 
Table VII 
Gibson Analysis 
llU3TCRArT CONT~OL 
ANALYSIJ .Q... E'iL :tY:J.\Y Glt: .L llNQ ~ IJUJI~EJ3 
F~OH October 1 1 1947 TO April 1 1 1949 
CLA.JJlf'ICA ~'ION 
OF F..V .i ~ I i,i\Y 
GKfi. i.. i'lNQ ~ 
General & Hwle · B 1Day 
••Age ~ Juy. B1Day 
Spec1t1c B 1 Day 
raaily Birthday 
Illnesa 
••Fritndship 
Baby Congrata 
G~neral Congrata 
Wedding Congrats 
••AnniYeraary 
*Gitt 
*Thank You 
•Religious 
•'l'ranl 
Total 
NO. 
or 
RU· 
108 
lt4 
)2 
109 
72 
20 
26 
)0 
1 
)6 
77 
6S 
26 
27 
l 
678 
"' 
OF 
~· 
16~ 
6~ 
s~ 
16:' 
11:' 
3:' 
~.~ . 
I.'/. 
~ 
or 
~ 
l~ 
~ 
--
TOTAL 
RET -, IL 
~ 
81).00 
) 4).20 
209.1.0 
922.20 
745.20 
37.20 
141.60 
178.80 
I.J5.JO 
16S.I.O 
46.20 
1.9.1!0 
5.40 
Total Retail S;;lea ot EYeryday Greeting Cards 
Avera.51 Daily Retail 3 1,. 
· AYerage Retail Sales per design 
Anrae• Daily Het:;1l 3alea per Design 
Orosa profit · 5~ 
Estimated ayerage operating inYentory at Rttail 
Estimated number ot turns ot operating inYentory 
Packing-- ~ariable 
rib 
••Partly .aunted 
*Al l 1~unttd 
AV't.:RAGE 
RF.Ti,IL s .~  
m DESIO!. 
7.5) 
5.06 
10.02 
7.20 
4.97 
s.6s-
2.lt, 
1.7lt 
1.64 
1.80 
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Figure ·III 
Rust Craft ·Letter To Salesman 
Regarding Stock Control Analys is 
February 11, 1949 
Dear Fred: 
I am enclosing the analysis ror Hunt's, East Weymouth, Massachusetts. 
The inrormation contained herein should be very accurate because the Every-
day figure obtained from the check sheets corresponded very closely to the 
figure we have on our Rand. I would like to compliment these people on 
keeping such an accurate check list. 
Fred, there are a lot of recommendations that might be made · as a result or 
this analysis but I think the most imoortant is the genpral observation or 
the fact that this account would have a higher potential if they could 
secure more open display space and I am sure that this is exactly the ractor 
that influenced the sales percentage of Anniversary, Friendship, Sy.mpathy, 
Gift and Thank You, to be considerably lower in each instance than the 
~ercentage or styles allotted to these groupe. These groups Just mentioned 
oroduced in sales oercentage, aooroximately 14~ leas than their percentage 
of stylea. If we base thia on their total retail sales of more than $5,000, 
we find that they have a potential increase or $700 per year by putting 
these ~rouos out on open display. Fred, I realize that it may be impossible 
to get this additional space, however, I just thought I would point this out 
to you. 
As far aa the rest or the analysis goes, it would be well to consider the 
possibility of increasing General, Family and Age Birthday, Baby Congratula-
tions and Illness, at the exoense or Special Birthday and Wedding Congratula-
' tiona. I realize that even this change would be very difficult without more 
display space; in fact, you may find it necessary to content yourself with 
an increase in General Birthday and a slight reduction· or Special Birthday 
on racks A and B and a reduction of Wedding Congratulations and the over-
lapping of Illness onto rack F. Your Gift cards look a little heavy and 
could possibly stand some cutting. 
The price and title breakdown contains a lot or interesting information and 
I am sure you will use this to the best ends. The analysis by linea certainly 
aho~s that Rust Craft ia more than holding ita own in competition with the 
other three linea and your dealer might even feel that an increase in 
percentage is in order. 
It there ia anything further we can do, olease do not hesitate to call on us. 
With kindest oersonal regards. 
JJS:En 
.Ehc. 
Copied--5/10/49--MLA 
Very cordially yours, 
J'ule Stuck 
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Daar Harry' 
·Figure IV 
Letter To Gibson Salesman 
Regarding Stock Control Analysis 
I , 
April 211 1949 
We are sending you tbe analysis tor tbis acoount and as nearly as 
possible haTe d~cided the period (' t time in"fOlTed is trom October 1 
1947 to April 1 1949• It this is illl error then 1 ot course. the d oily 
s a les tigure will be in error. How8'f'er1 the total Tolume and the 
aTerage retail sales per design will be correct and t.hat is the 
important thing as tar as oomparatiTe purposes are concerned. 
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There are seTeral points in this analysis on which we are to be in 
disagreement. OeMral and HWDOrous BirthdaY' cards are onl7 16~ ot 
tbe •up alld I belieTe these ao ul.d be increa sed to at least 18~. 
Family B1rthda7 aolll.d also be increased to 18~. Illness clflss11'1 C:J tion 
\dth 11- and p roducin~ 1~ 1Ter,. detinital7 needs inoreasing. Friend-
llhip1 beoause ot the t act that the sales in t.his classi.tic rt tion are 
down trom the war years 1 need to be possibly reduced and by all ~ana 
shown on o pen display. The greatest improvement this dealer oould 
make _,uld be to get such t hings as Gift anci Thank You Cards on open 
displaT• You ~ill note that the7 ~rise 14~ ot their setup and 
he is onl7 getting 5~ ot their dolla~etur.n. . 
In t.be body ot Ule analysis you will note a Tery wide range ot 
earninas tor the lndiTidual items. You will note that soma ot the 
items listed as Masculine show very poor returns in Gene r!il and 
Humorous Birthday. 
Som. ot the Age and Jurenile classitic a t1on 1 eapeci:U.ly the mounted 
itema 1 show Tery poor returns. 
3peoitic Birthdays range trom $15.00 tor a Belot ed Humorous a t 25¢-
down to $1.80 tor a Secret Pal. 
The J'amily Ol!issitioation in turn shows a Tery wide r ange ot e a r nings 
and should be examined Tery olosely to determine whi oh ot these items 
to drop and which to udd. 
To make a Tery tlat statement ot the thing it looks like a aomplote .. -
set ot the depa rtment is in order. 
It we oan be ot any turtha r assistanoe 1 please let us know. 
'.'le a re t aking no turt J:e r action until we hear trom 
.l. '!I. lohnso n/gl. 
.Enol. 
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